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J, New definitive 1966. Flowering plants of the F. I’s, wd.

be a possibility. Vallentin’s book in my office has

illustrations.
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S/P.T.

See folio ‘55 you will remember discussing this in January last.

I do not know what your latest ideas are but T think we should keep

Executive Council in the picture. Till you please produce a brief

paper setting out the pros and cons for a new definitive issue and

let r.ie have it b5r September.

C.S.

1st July, 1%5»

LS



C.S.,

Reverse.
On 10th 1 966 the current definitive issue will have been on sale

for six years, the minimum period recommended by the S/S. This issue remains
popular with philatelists and with the spate of commemorative issues which
have appeared over the past few years I would not advise a new definitive
issue before 1967 or even 1968. Frequent new issues created the unpopular
impression that we are "cashing in". From the revenue point of view, the
good will of collectors is important and I think vie would be wel I. advised
to retain this. It is equally important that designs should be attractive
and if possible in a theme common to all values. Very careful thought should
be given to this aspect when producing a new issue. In view of the fact we
are expected to apply to the S/S for approval in principle of new definitive
issues at least 18 months in advance, we should certainly give active thought
to a new design now. Flowering plants of the Falkland Islands was suggest^J^ ■
as a possibility a.t. -54 but on looking through the illustrations in Valentin'^F
book, Falkland flowers lack colour and it • ould be difficult to select 15 with
sufficient colour variations to produce an attractive set. It is therefore
suggested that a set of mixed design, retaining an clement of theme, be considered,
e.g. a series of three or four stamps depicting

(i) flowers or berries (a selection of the more co.'.ourful anti, readily
recognisable are at the inside front cover of Valentin’s book)

(ii) landscapes.

(iii) fish.

(iv) sports (horse racing, rifle shooting, rough shooting, etc.)

(v) industry (a mounted shepherd, sheep dog working, wool classing,etc

I have excluded wild animals and birds, ships, aircraft, sheep as all have been
used extensively in the past.-

. Another thought - drop the £1 stamp bring the •.•.■hole set within reac'
the small .time collector.

sovereign’s head as the main subject on the highest value,
worthy of consideration.

Finally I notice there is a trend in some territories to depict the

28. 8. 65.



CONFIDENTIAL

Ref: 1212/11. 9 th 0 ct obe r v _1%5 •

WiORLNDUN NO. 50/65 FOR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Definitive Stamp Issue

The Superintendent of Posts and Telecommunications has written
as follows;-

Yt "On 10th -July; 1966 the current definitive issue will have been
on sale for six years, the minimum period recommended by the
Secretary of State. This issue remains popular with philatelists
and with the spate of commemorative issues which have appeared
over the past few years I would not advise a new definitive issue
before 196? or oven 1968. Frequent new issues create the un
popular impression that we are ’’cashing in’1. From the revenue
point of view, the good will of collectors is important and I
think we would be well advised to retain this. It is equally
important that designs should be attractive and if possible in a
theme common to all values. Very careful thought should be given
to this aspect when producing a new issue. In view of the fact we
are expected to apply to the Secretary of State for approval in
principle of new definitive issues at least 18 months in advance, we
should give thought to a new design now. Flowering plants of the
Falkland Islands have been suggested as a possibility Lut on looking
through the illustrations in Valentin’s book, our flowers lack
colour and it would be difficult to select 15 with sufficient colour
variations to produce an attractive set. It is therefore suggested
that a set of mixed design, retailring an element of theme, be con
sidered, e.. g. a series of three or four stamps depicting

(i) flowers or berries (a selection of the more coloirful and
readily recognisable are at the inside front coy-t of
Valentin’s book)

(ii ) lands c azpe s ,

(iii) fish

(iv) sports (horse racing, rifle shooting, rough shooting, etc )

(v) industry (a mounted shepherd, sheep dog working wool classing, etc. )

I have excluded wild animals and birds, ships, aircraft, sheep as all
have been used extensively in the past.

We should also think of dropping thg£l stamp thus bringing the
whole set within reach of the small collector.

Finally I notice there is a trend in some territories to depict
the sovereign’s head as the main subject on the highest value This
is also worthy of consideration.”

The preparation of a new stamp issue takes at least 18 months? and
Honourable Members are asked to advise that we should plan for a new
definitive issue to be made in mid 1968.

l-x. O g Si A
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EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 07 MEETINC- NO. 7/65 OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL HELD ON

THE 22ND SEPTEMBER, 1965

6. Nev/ Definitive Stamp Issue 'Memo. No. 50/65)

I Council noted that the present definitive issue of Colony stamps
was nearing its minimum term of currency and advised that planning
should now start with a view to replacing the issue in i960.



1212/11

4 th Octobers 65.

To: The Superintendent,

From: Qolonial Secretary, Posts & Telecommunications
Department

STANLEY.

Nev; definitive...Stamp issue .

The Governor in Council has advised that planning
should non start with a view to replacing the present
issue of postage stamps in 1968.

I would like to have a short discussion with you
at your convenience.

COLONIAL SECRETARY



No.
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

Sui} intendent.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject New Definitive Stamp Issue.

Arising from Minute 6 of Executive Colonial
Meeting No. 7/65 the following were invited to form
a Committee under my Chairmanship to examine ideas
for a new definitive issue of postage stamps to
replace the current issue in 1968:

Lady Haskard.
Miss M. B. Biggs M. B. E.
Bro. V. Roosendaal.
Mr. H. T. Luxton, Postmaster.

All accepted and a meeting was held in the Secretariat
Conference Room at 2.30 p.m. on 17th May, 1966.

I attach a copy of the minutes for information
and any action you may deem appropriate.

Sup
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Minutes of Meeting of Postage Stamps Advisory Committee
held in the Conference Room, Secretariat on Tuesday,
17th May, 1966.

presents Lady Haskard.
Hiss I.5.B. Biggs, M.B.E.
Bro. V. Roosendaal.
The Postmaster.
The Superintendent P.&.T. (in the Chair)

Terms of Reference? To examine ideas for a new definitive
issue of postage stamps and to make such recommendations
as thought fit.

The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming members
of the Committee and explained the circumstances leading
up to their appointment, he said that the Colony closely
followed the Secretary of State’s advice on matters
relating to new definitive issues and read the following
quotation from a Memorandum on the subject:-

"A new definitive issue will normally be approved for
issue when about six years have elapsed since the date of
issue of the complete current set”.

He went on to sa^J-hat on the 10th #uly tliis year
the current dcfinitivc/^feil hoS5? been on sale for six
years and that the Governor in Council had decreed that
planning should rw start with a view to replacing the
issue in 1%8> Again following the Secretary of
State’s advice which had paid dividends in the past,
the Chairman said that when producing new issues is it
important from the revenue aspect to retain the good will
ofy collectors. it is equally important that designs should
be attractive a.'id if possible in a theme common to all
values. As a basis ior discussion he then read the
following list of suggested themes which he asked the committee
to consider either as a complete thematic set or as a
mixed set:-

( l) Flowering plants of the Falklands♦
(ii) Landscapes.
(iii) Fish.
(iv) Sports.
(v) Industry.

The Chairman emphasised that these suggestions were not
binding and if any member of Committee had other suggestions
they would be welcome.

The question of thematic value was discussed at length
and it was agreed that if possible a complete set of one
theme was preferable rather than & ^xed set.

Suitable subjects were considered and a number were
suggested but the majority had either been used too often
before or fell s ort of requirements for a full set of
15 stamps, After scrutiny of some excellent colour slides
taken by Dr. Ian Barnes and produced to the meeting by
Lady liaskard,together with some exiimples of background
colouring used in other Commonwealth Countries, particularly
"6^1965 Mauritius issue, all ggreed that it would be
possible to produce on attractive full set depicting
flowering plants of the Falklands.



Unfortunately all of Dr. Barnes slides were not available
and the Committee suggest that he be approached with a view
to purchasing or borrowing the remainder of his transparencies

The suggestion to drop the £1 stamp from the issue to
bring the whole set within reach of the small collector was
then discussed and although the suggestion has its merits
from a collectors point of view it was considered that in
view of the vide use of £1 stamps on heavy air mail
packages and overseas parcels, the £1 stamp should be
retained.

To summarize,the
are as follows:-

final recommendations of the Committee

The new definitive issue should be of one theme.
The subject of the theme should be flowering
plants of the Falkland Islands.
The £1 denominations should be retained in the
set.

Posts & Telecommunications Department,
Stanley,

18th May,



May 1966

You will be interested to know that an advisory committee
set up to examine ideas for a new definitive issue of postage stamps
has submitted a report that the theme of the new definitive issue
should be flowering plants of the Falkland Islands. The general idea
is to use background colouring on the lines of the 19&5 Mauritius issue.

The colour slides of flowers which you kindly left with me
were viewed by the Committee and much admired. We know of course that
your best slides were not available when you were last here but the
Committee has asked whether you would be in a position to make available
the remainder of your transparancies.

I wonder whether you would be willing to have a selection
of those transparencies which we have not yet seen"copied in England?
The cost of this would of course be met by the Falkland Islands
Government.

John Bound, the Superintendent of Posts and Telecommunications,
is going on leave to England next week. His address will be: -

9 Hilgrove Road, Hampstead, London K6.

Perhaps you would be able to get in touch with liim while he is in
England.

although of course I cannot expect to receive it until 22nd July which
will be the next inward mail your letter could catch.

I.E. Barnes Esq.,
c/o British Antarctic Survey,
30 Gillingham Street,
London S.W. 1



0283/K

16th June, 66

Dear Sirs,

We are now considering designs for a new set of Falkland Islands
Postage Stamps to be introduced in 1%8 and it seems most likely that
we shall decide upon an issue depicting the flowering plants of the
Falkland Islands® It is our present intention to provide the designers
with subject matter in the form^ of colour slides (transparencies).

At the time the present issue was under consideration we were
advised that colour printing was particularly expensive if more than
two colours were required. We now understand that following the
introduction of new processes the number of colours involved does not
present such serious problems of cost.

We realise that we have told you very little about the proposed
new issue but v/ould nevertheless be grateful for any information you
can give us relating to the using of colour transparencies for purposes
of design and about the initial cost, setting out any special elements
involved.

Yours faithfully.

Sgd. B.C. Gleadell

ACTING COLONIAL SECRETARY

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments & Administrations
4, Milbank,
LONDON S.W.l

ER
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July 1966

Thank you very much for your letter of 1st July on the
subject of flower transparencies which might be helpful to the
artist who will be responsible for the Falkland Islands definitive
stanp issue which we expect to make its appearance about two years
hence.

It is very good of you to go to the trouble of having a
selection of about twenty of your transparencies duplicated and
we look forward to receiving them in due course by hand of J ohn
Bound. The Colony Government will of course be happy to refund
the cost of duplication.

I was most interested to hear that you are now working as
Registrar in oral surgery at University College Hospital. I seem
to remember you telling roe that it was work of this kind which
particularly interested you. I am taking the liberty of arranging
for a brief note about your new job to be included in the weekly
newsletter, as many people in the Falkland Islands would be interested
to know what you are now doing.

Thank you for your good wishes. We are enjoying plenty of
snow in Stanley this winter but on the whole the weather has been calm
and I have not found it parti? ularly unpleasant. Philomel Hill has
been in great demand by young people with sleighs and a number of the
more intrepid older people too. I tried out ny skis one day behind
Government House but the snow was too sticky to make the expedition a
success.

IJy wife joins me in sending you best wishes and, once again,
ny thanks for the trouble which you are talcing about the flower
transparencies.

I.E. Barnes Esq. ,
12 Hadley Way,
London N. 21



EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING NO. 7/66 OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL HELD ON

THE 19th AND. 20th JULY 1966,

0283/K 27. NEg. ISSUE OF POSTAGE SWAPS

Council were informed that the committee appointed, to make
recommendations regarding the most suitable design for the proposed
new issue of Falkland Island postage stamps had recommendeo. unat the
design should portray flowering plants of the Colony. It was thought
that with the progress of colour printing it would oe possible uo
produce the set printed in the natural colours of the selected plants^..
Council noted that the Crown Agents had been asked to provide inr. ormatior.
on modern processes and printing costs.
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the following reference and the
DATE OF. THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

.QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl/Palkland Is. 6/35670/1•

26th July, 1966.

Hl Dept.
4. MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

Thank you for your letter 0283/K of 16th June,
indicating that you are considering the introduction in
1968 of the new definitive issue of postage stamps featuring
the Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands.

With regard to the processes, we can arrange for
production of the stamps from one to six colours photogravure,
and in addition, printing hy the lithographic process in one
or more colours. We consider, however, that either the
photogravure or lithographic processes would hest meet your
requirements, and briefly the differences between each of the
processes, namely, Recess, Photogravure, and Lithographic, are
as follows:

RECESS (or Engraved Process) The stamps of your current
definitive issue are printed by this process, which
may be considered as the classical process. The
stamps in this country can be produced up to two
colours, but it is possible to obtain stamps
produced by Recess from four to seven colours from
certain continental printers. However, the subject
matter decided upon by you does not call for
production by this method.

PHOTOGRAVURE
This is considered to be the more modern process which
permits full colour reproduction, giving better
colours and tonal qualities to compensate for a
certain loss of sharp definition, e.g. in buildings,
when compared with Recess. Single colourful subjects
such as birds, flowers, etc., against a plain back
ground , show this process to its best advantage.

LITHOGRAPHY
Like Photogravure, this process permits multi-colour
reproduction, but the tonal qualities are less and
the result is not normally as fine as Photogravure.
Subjects with plain blocks of bright colours
reproduce best. Pine detail is normally difficult
to obtain, but developments have since shown
considerable improvement. Again, we would not
altogether recommend this process for a definitive
series, especially so, having regard to the delicate
choice of subjects, namely, flowering plants.

DELAORYL This is a comparatively recent process, being pursued
by Messrs. Thomas De La Rue & Company Limited. By
and large, it is a great improvement to the simple
Lithographic process, but is not altogether up to the
standard of faithful tonal reproduction as that which
can be achieved by Photogravure. Also, the colours

The Acting Colonial Secretary
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

L 64
WL/mb
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Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1. 2.

DELACRYL (cont.)
are still inclined to be somewhat flat, Flowering
plants-generally appear in more attractive form when
produced in multi-colour Photogravure, and it does
not necessarily mean that we would have to employ
as many as six colours for each design, and we
should of course instruct the artist to keep the
number of colours down to a minimum.

With regard to cost, it is perhaps true to say that
the initial charges for production by the Recess processes
are usually considerably higher than for either the Photogravure
or Lithographic processes. The cost incurred in producing
printing plates for Photogravure is usually in the region of
between £150. 0. Od. and £160. 0. Od. per plate, and the
number of plates are dependent upon the number of separate
colours used for each design. For printing by the Lithographic
or Delacryl processes, the cost of the initial printing material
is still cheaper than for either the Recess or Photogravure
processes, and for the purpose of this exercise, however, having

/lregard to the fact that this is an intended definitive series,
you should consider that the cost of printing material is a
non-recurring charge, and consideration is to be given from the
outset of the rates for printing the series, and also for future
reprints.

You will of course appreciate that we are not in a
position to advise you the cost anticipated in respect of the
production of a definitive series, until such time as we are
advised:-

(a) of the proposed size of each stamp;
(b) finished artwork has been completed, so that

the printers are able to establish the number
of colours to be used in respect of production:

(c) values and respective quantities to which we
will add the quantity required by the Crown
Agents Stamp Bureau.

As soon as this information is made known, we shall invite
tenders from each of the Security printers in this country with
a view to obtaining a competitive price and the best delivery
terms available.

Concerning the final paragraph of your letter, we
would, subject to your approval, commission a professional
starnp designer to design all V-alpes^of this issue, rather than
split the values amongst different artists, which would give a
disjointed collection. The artist can of course work from
colour transparencies as suggested in your letter, photographs,
books of reference, or even rough pencil sketches; but the
latter should be supported by colour transparencies. We
would also suggest selecting two or three additional subjects
for reserves to be used at the artist’s discretion.

We expect to be able to commission  an artis.t to
produce designs at £50. 0# Od. per design, which will include
also the cost of initial rough designs prior to the preparation
of finished artwork. These rough designs will be forwarded to
you, but we feel that we should mention at the outset that it
is important that any modifications deemed necessary, should be
carried out prior to the preparation of finished artwork.
Subsequently, the finished artwork will also be sent to you for
approval, or, alternatively, colour transparencies of the
finished designs.

.../It



Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1. 3.

It may be as well if when forwarding the colour
transparencies of the Flowering Plants, if you were able to
say whether or not the transparencies contain any slight
colour variation. You will readily recognise the fact that
Flowering Plants if they are not depicted correctly can come
under adverse criticism not only from Philatelists and Thematic
collectors, but also from Botanists, who are also keen
collectors of this type of subject. We shall of course
instruct the artist to ensure that the designs are correct in *
every respect.

There are many aspects to be considered when
embarking upon the production of a new definitive series, and
we have endeavoured to cover most of these here. If, however,
there is anything further you wish to know or if any of the
above points are not too clear, please do not hesitate to let
us know, since we are only too willing to offer any help and
assistance at all stages.

Finally, we are enclosing for your information and
guidance, a selection of stamps produced by the Photogravure
process, featuring plants. This will give you some indication
as to what can be achieved by this process. jT/'Vl k "TlLcic

\ / V PA'C-'vIv'-u
/ / ' Yours faithfully,

i t-

for the Crown Agents

L"' ■'?/ C/H









CONFIDENTIAL

Ref: O283/K. 25th, August 1966

MEMORANDUM NO, 62/66 FOR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Proposed new definitive issue of postage stamps, 1968

At its meeting on 19th and 20th July Council was informed (minute
27) of progress regarding th© proposed definitive issue of postage
stamps. Mr. Ian Barnes, former camp dentist, who is known to have
taken an interest in the photography of our flowering wild plants
has sent a selection of 21 colour transparencies which it is hoped
will provide a basis from which the designing artists can work.

In reply to a preliminary enquiry by the Colonial Secretary the
Crown Agents have written as follows:-

’’Thank you for your letter 0283/K of 16th June, in
dicating that you are considering the introduction in 1968
of the new definitive issue of postage stamps featuring the
Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands.

With regard to the processes, we can arrange for pro
duction of the stamps from one to six colours photogravure, and
in addition, printing by the lithographic process in one or
more colours. We consider, however, that either the photo
gravure or lithographic processes would best meet your require
ments, and briefly the differences between each of the processes,
namely, Recess, Photogravure, and Lithographic, are as follows:

RECESS
(or Engraved Process). The stamps of your current
definitive issue are printed by this process, which may
be considered as the classical process. The stamps in
this country can be produced up to two colours, but it is
possible to obtain stamps produced by Recess from four
to seven colours from certain continental printers.
However, the subject matter decided upon by you does not
call for production by this method,

HIOTOCRAVURE
This is considered to bo the more modern process which
permits full colour roproluction, giving better colours
and tonal qualities to compensate for a certain loss of sharp
definition, e.g.in'bwldings, when compared with Recess.
Single colourful subjects such as birds, flowers, etc.,
against a plain background, show this process to its best
advantage.

LITHOGRAPHY
Like Photogravure, this process permits multi-colour re
production, but the tonal qualities are less and the result
is not normally as fine as Photogravure, Subjects with
plain blocks of bright colours reproduce best. Fine detail
is normally difficult to obtain, but developments have since
shown considerable improvement. Again, we would not al
together recommend this process for a definitive series, es
pecially so, having regard to the delicate choice of sub
jects, namely, flowering plants.

DELACRYL/,
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DELACRYL
This is a comparatively recent process, being pursued
by Messrs. Thomas De La Rue & Company Limited. By
and largo, it is a great improvement to the simple
Lithographic process, but is not altogether up to the
standard of faithful tonal reproduction as that which
can be achieved by Photogravure. Also, the colours
are still inclined to be somewhat flat. Flowering
plants generally appear in more attractive form when
produced in multi-colour Photogravure, and it does
not necessarily mean that we would have to employ
as many as six colours for each design, and we
should of course instruct the artist to keep the
number of colours down to a minimum.

With regard to cost, it is perhaps true to say that the
initial charges for production by the Recess processes are
usually considerably higher than for either the Photogravure
or Lithographic processes. The cost incurred in producing
printing plates for Photogravure is usually in the region of
between £150. —. and £160. per plate, and the number
of plates are dependent upon the number of separate colours
used for each design. For printing by the Lithographic or
Delacryl processes, the cost of the initial printing material
is still cheaper than for either the Recess or Photogravure
processes, and for the purpose of this exercise, however,
having regard to the fact that this is an intended definitive
series, you should consider that the cost of printing material
is a non-recurring charge, and consideration is to be given from
the outset of the rates for printing the series, and also for
future reprints.

You will of course appreciate that we are not in a
position to advise you the cost anticipated in respect of the
production of a definitive series, until such time as we are
advised:—

(a) of the proposed size of each stamp;
(b) finished artwork has been completed, so that

the printers are able to establish the number
of colours to be used in respect of production;

(c) values and respective quantities to which we
will add the quantity required by the Crown
Agents Stamp Bureau.

IiS soon as this information is made known, we shall invite
tenders from each of the Security printers in this country with
a view to obtaining a competitive price and the best delivery
terms available.

Concerning the final paragraph of your letter, wo would,
subject to your approval, commission a professional stamp
designer to design all values of this issue, rather than split
the values amongst different artists, which would give a dis
jointed collection. The artist can of course work from colour
transparencies as suggested in your letter, photographs, books
of reference, or even rough pencil sketches; but the latter
should be supported by colour transparencies. We would also
suggest selecting two or three additional subjects for reserves
to be used at the artist!s discretion.

We expect to be able tj commission an artist to produce
designs at £50. -. per design, which will include also the
cost of initial rough designs prior to the preparation of
finished artwork. Those rough designs will be forwarded to

you, but we/.
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you, but wo foel that we should mention at the outset that it
is important that any modifications doomed necessary, should be
carried out prior to the preparation of finished artwork.
Subsequently, the finished artwork will also be sent to you for
approval, or, alternatively, colour transparencies of the
finished designs•

It may be as well if when forwarding tho colour trans
parencies of the Flowering Plants, if you were able to say
whether or not the transparencies contain any slight colour
variation. You will readily recognize the fact that Flowering
Plants if they are .not depicted correctly can come under adverse
criticism not only from Philatelists and Thematic collectors,
but also from Botanists, who are also keen collectors of this
type of subject. We shall of course instruct the artist to
ensure that the designs are correct in every respect.

There are many aspects to be considered when embarking
upon the production of a new definitive series, and we have
endeavoured to cover most of these here. If, however, there
is anything further you wish to know or if any of the above
points are not too clear, please do not hesitate to let us know,
since we are only too willing to offer any help and assistance
at all stages.

Finally we are enclosing for your information and guidance,
a selection of stamps produced by the Photogravure process,
featuring plants. This will give you some indication as to
what can be achieved by this process.” (Note: These stamps
will be available for inspection at the August meeting of
Executive Council).

If an average of A colours per stamp (Photogravure process) is taken
the cost would be approximately £700 per stamp before printing commenced.
Our present issue has 15 denominations. The initial cost would therefore
be about £10,000. This presumes, of course, that the flowering plants
of the Colony are regarded as suitable subjects for this kind of
printing: Falkland Islands plants are not vividly colourful and this
may be a limiting factor in the use to which they can be put as subjects
for postage stamp design.

It is now proposed to pass Mr. Barnesf transparencies to the
committee which has made tho proposal to use flowering plants and to
request detailed recommendations. Council is invited to approve the
.action contemplated.

IM

ACTING- COLONIAL SECRETARY

CONFIDENTIAL



September 1966

Thank you veiy much, indeed for sending out the twentyone

duplicate transparencies made by Kodak, together with^o

originals.
I am most grateful to you for letting us have these and /

I -will see that the originals are returned to you in due course. *

I understand that John Bound has settled the account
rath you in England.

I look forward in due course to letting you know what
decision has been taken regarding the proposed new definitive issue

of postage stamps.

I.E. Barnes Esq. ,
12 Hadley Way,
London N. 21



•283/K

16th September,

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for your letter of 26th July (Hl/Falkland Is 6/35670/1)
and for the detailed information provided. Could you also give some
idea of the cost of producing the proposed issue by the Recess process.
If actual figures are difficult to produce a comparison with the
Photogravure process would be helpful, e.g. Recess is likely to be

dearer.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd. ) L. Gleadell

ACTING COLONIAL SECRETARY

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
4, Millbank,
LONDON, S.W.l. & -t'k





EXTRACT PROM MINUTES QI'1 MEETING- NO. 9/66 QJ?’ EXECUTIVE COUNCIL HELD ON

THE gOth AND 31st AUGUST AND 1st SEPTEMBER 1966.

0283/K 13. NEW DEFINITIVE ISSUE OP POSTAGE STAMPS (82/66)

Council studied the information provided by the Crown Agents relative
to full colour production of postage stamps and advised as follows:-

(a) obtain from the Crown Agents an idea of the cost of
producing an issue in full colours by recess printing;

(b) ask the Superintendent Posts and Telecommunications to
suggest a means of reducing the number of stamps required
to make up a set;

(c) contact local photographers and others with a view to
obtaining further suitable colour transparencies,
(Mr. Malcolm Mggs of Fox Bay, Mrs Gleadell and
Strange of Stanley and Dr. Reichert were mentioned as
possibilities.

It was suggested that Dr. David Moore of Leicester University would
be able to help in identifying the proper names of the plants selected.



0283/K

Colonial Secretary,

662?th September

STANLEY,

To: Postr.aste:?,

Stai -p Denor.5-r.ati on

Please consider the possibilities of reducing the nu her of stamps that
should, foi-m the next set, and let me know your conclusion.

ER

y

ACTING- COLCMIAL SECIbCT.'.?.'Z



CONFIDENTIAL

Ref; 0283/K 28th September, 1966

MEMORANDUM NO. 93/66 FOR. EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Postage Stamps

During the course of discussion on the proposed new issue in 1968
reference was made to the Battle Issue and questions were asked regarding
its cost8 Records seem to suggest that the cost of producing the four
designs was £2,205« A letter a.bout the issue from the Crown Agents drew
attention to the fact that the Recess process is capable of printing
only in one or two colours,.

ACTING- COLONIAL SECRETLY



No. .^MEMORANDUM

.192 th October

STStanley, Falkland Islands.

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

From: The Postmaster To: The Colonial Secfet

Stamp penominatiqnSubject

Reference your Memorandum O28J/K we could conceivably reduce the
of the next definitive issue to 13. I suggest the

> cover the new postage rates hut some of these may
following a review of our Second Class Air I ail

number of stamp
following values to
•lave to be altered :
Service:

5/-.

2d.
Unsealed - Inland, U.K. and Commonwealth.
Letters - Inland.
Registration Fee and 2nd Foreign Letter Rate.
Letter Rate - U.K. and Commonwealth,
2nd Class Air Mail and Insurance Fee.
Letters - Foreign.
Air Letter Forms, 2nd Class Air Mail and Insurance Fee.

Parcel and Air Mail.





THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE

Hl/Falk.ls. 6/35670

Telegrams: "Crown, London-S.W.I"

DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE
QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

Ihth October, 1966.

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your letter, 028J/K of 16th September,
concerning your proposed new definitive issue of postage
stamps.

We regret to say that it is not possible to give
you an accurate estimate of the cost of producing the proposed
issue by the Recess process at this stage, as it is first
necessary for the artwork to be studied to determine the
number of colours required for each denomination, also any
possible registration problems, etc. It is likely, however,
that production by the Recess process would be approximately
15% or so dearer than photogravure.

From our letter of 22nd July, you will observe that
it is our opinion that the subject matter envisaged, flowering
shrubs, does not call for production by the Recess process,
and as we have never really commissioned a similar issue for
production by Recess in this country, we are unable to give
accurate comparitive costings with Photogravure.

In our letter of 26th July, we recommended that this
issue be printed by Photogravure, which does give the artist
considerable latitude in featuring the required subject matter,
in an aesthetic manner. This will also allow the printer to
faithfully reproduce the delicate artwork onto the finished
stamp.

We shall be glad to receive your instructions in due
course.

Yours faithfully,

flor'"the Crown Agents

GEB/ mb
64

The Acting Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secfetary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.



W: 0283/K.

16th November, 1966.

OzlA--Cf.

You may have heard sometime ago a broadcast in the
weekly news letter inviting interested persons to submit colour
photographs or transparencies which might be suitable for re
production in connection with the proposed new stamp issue which
it is suggested should depict flowering plants of’ the Falklands.
Your name has bean suggested as a possible source for such material
and if you are able to offer anything I would be pleased to pass
thss on fox' you.

Kindest regard

?Ar. M. Biggs,
FOX V2ST.



W, BIGGS
fox Bay West, Falkland Islands

12th.December i960.

Nap,

Thank you for your letter 02dJ/lt dated the
loth.November 1966.

I trust you will excuse the delay in reply
ing, the reason being I wanted to collect together the
various lots of transparencies I had dotted about the
Islands. The result I must confess is disappointing
as I find I have not a single colour transparency of
wild flowers left. Almost every year 1 take a number
of colour photos of this subject,but with so many
’Kelpers’ overseas requesting this kind of snap my
efforts to attain ® worthwhile collection of my own
has proved futile. i>ast season was no exception,
some 30 to 40 were ta<cen. These 1 round easy co dispense
with, because 1 had ovcrcionc the ciose-up worx, and to
see a ’Ladies Slipper’ projected to a length of some
30 odd inches onto a screen,while giving heaps of
detail,somehow looked very unreal. However,if you .
can give me a date limit I may be able to supply some
thing.

Kind Regards,

H.L.Bound, Esq.,
Stanley.



Ko« on.

O28J/K Ilf.. NEW DEFINITIVE ISSUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS

Council noted that the Crown Agents had advised Govern
ment that they were unable to give an accurate estimate of the
cost of producing the proposed new issue of postage stamps by
recess process but thought that it would be approximately 15%
dearer than by the photogravure process. They strongly
recommended the use of the photogravure method.

Council advised that the advisory committee be requested
to produce their first ideas of the new set for examination at
the next meeting of Council.

Clerk of the Council



0285/K // I V

From: Colonial Secretary,

To:

15th December

The Sup erintendent,

66.

Posts and. Telecommunications Dept

STANLEY.

Nev Def j^itiyc^^ Stanros.

Executive Council has now instructed, that the flower issue be
proceeded with and you are to take the necessary action reporting
your final recommendations in time for the next meeting on February
12</16.

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

Hl/Falk.Is. 6/35670/1.

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I’’
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

7th December, 1966.

Dear Sir,

With reference to our letter of lUth October,
we shall be glad to learn whether or not any decision
has been reached in connection with the possible intro
duction of your new definitive issue of postage stamps.

Yours faithfully, 

for the Crown Agents

^The Acting Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

L J
WL/mb



A'V\
Jo December 1%6

Although we have never met, I have of course often
heard your name mentioned in connection with the work you carried
out when you were in these parts and I hope therefore you will
not mind me writing to enlist your advice in a small matter
concerning the Falkland Islands.

In 1963 we are planning to issue a new definitive set
of stamps for the Colony; the theme which has been selected is
the plants of the Falkland Islands, particularly those with
interesting flowers or foliage.

There are likely to be between 13 and 15 stamps in the
issue and a small committee, having studied Mrs Valient in* s book,
is at present gathering material, mostly in the foxm of colour
slides. The Crown Agents will in due course commission a
professional stamp designer to prepare designs for all values.

In addition to giving each plant its local name, we may
well wish to include the botanical name and it is with regard to
this that I should like to know whether you would be prepared to
advise us.

If you are able to spare the time, arrangements can be
made for you to stucty- the committeefs recommendations when these
have been made.

4?

Dr David Moore,
Department of Botany,
Leicester University.



22nd December, i960

Dey? Malcolm,

HaiV thanks for yours of 12th December and ay_- apologies
for not replying earlier# ——

Sorry to hear that most of your material had emigrated.
However anything you night be able to capture this susmiei’ would be
most welcome and I an sure we could stretch the deadline to the
end of March# We already have a few possibilities but would of
course like to sake the- selection from the widest field possible.

W

With best wishes for Christmas and. 19-57#

L-r# M# Biggs,

BI



0283/K,

24th. December,

Dear Sirs,

With reference to your letter Hl/Falk. Is. of 7th December, 1%6,
I am pleased to say that we have now obtained a decision to go ahead
with a new definitive issue of stamps, and the necessary details will
be sent to you very shortly.

Yours faithfully,

COLONIAL SECRETARY

^rovm Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
4? Millbank,
LONDON. S.W.1«



0283/K.

From: The Colonial Secretary,

2nd January, 6$

To: The Superintendent,

Posts and Telecommunications,

STANLEY
cce.-t«-» r»gar/TMjo

Not; Definitive Issue of Postage Stamps

I have already passed you a few notes about this but I would like
to confim that Executive Council would like to see the first ideas of
your Committee at the meeting on the 14th of February.



Mr C Bertrand

Carcass Island

31st Dec 1966

Colonial Secretary

Stanley

^ear Sir,

I enclose two colour slides of Falkland Island plants

which may he of some use to you for the new issue of stamps® 

would like them back when you have finished with them

If you have not managed to get sufficient suitable photographs

would it not be possible to get reproductions from the book

''Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands” by Vallentin? The

illustrations are so perfect I would think it would be possible o

Yours faithfully



Kef: 0283/K

Q-?>

9th January 1967

Lear I'r* Bertrand

Many thanks for your letter of the 31st December 1966
enclosing two colour transparencies for use in connection
with the selection of for the new definitive stamp
issue* Unfortunately the glass covering on one of the
slides suffered some damage in the post but I am sure this
is only superficial and the transparency itself appears
unharmed. Both have been passed to the committee which
will consider and make recommendations regarding the most
suitable items submitted.

Thanking you again

Yours sincerely,** 7

fr. 0. Bertrand,
CYfCASf ISLAND

FA

K? ■- 'y



Colour Slides of Falkland Islands Flowers
• , i ■ ■ i ■ ■ ■ ■ -II M irr^jiB ■■ : ■■■!-.■■■-IJI t--.—■< »>w~ -.nr-—■!! , . , I r-ii.UM -*

Mr lan Barnes provided 21 duplicates and 2 originals. These are
now being passed to S.P.T* for safe keeping.

2. Mr Barnes asked that his originals should be returned to him;
one of them is of a yellow version of the Vanilla Daisy (Mr Barnes’ No.49)
from ? Carcass Island and the other is the Felton flower (Mr Barnes’ No. 35).
Mr Barnes sent the originals because he v/as dissatisfied with the colouring
of the duplicates. Certainly, the original slide of the Felton flower gives
a much more vivid colouring than the duplicate.

3* There is also one further original of Mr Barnes’ which is in my
possession and which I forward herewith. This does not appear to have been

q included at the same time as the other slides which were passed to Mr J. Bound
A Q^Vwvc-xbut I have no doubt that the original should in due course be returned to

Mr Barnes.

4- The duplicates of Mr Barnes’ slides, all of which belong to
this Government by virtue of purchase, are as follows:-

Felton flower - two different copies

Yellow verson of Vanilla daisy from ?Carcass Island

Buttercup, marsh variety

Pale Maiden - two different copies
Dusty Miller
Daisy from Fox Bay

Scurvy grass - two different copies
French lavender, pale mauve version

Small yellow six-petalled flower from ?Fox Bay
Five-petalled flower from New Island

Dog orchid

Ladies Slipper - two different copies

Vanilla daisy - two different copies

Fachine - two different copies

Yellow violet Total 21.

5» In addition to the above, there are 14 colour slides which were
given to me personally by Mr Barnes in February 1%6 on board KRS Shackleton.
These were by way of being rejects from his collection and it was as a result
of seeing these that the decision was taken to ask for copies of his best
slides. In fact, some of the rejects are in my opinion better than some of
the duplicates. These 14 slides are now passed to S.P.T. but I should like
to have them returned to me in due course please. They show -

Yellow orchis
Vanilla daisy
?Dusty Miller, close-up
?Yellow violet
Scurvy grass
Yellow buttercups
Lavender, off white colour
Lavender, pale mauve - two different copies
Sea cabbage
Daisy - two different copies
Diddle Dee
Five-petalled flower from New Island Total 14 y

6. To sum up, there are three originals for eventual return to Ar
Mr Barnes, 21 duplicates for retention by Government, and 14 slides for
eventual return to me. />

/1/67







Ik'S:.? ‘Its* Hall,.

Yhani ?cu vc-x>* meh indeed for the oplorsi? flavor
photorx^phc ye*. xr ix kia-Hy ssx-g ur. through I’r* "skax? :>

cur rxrb i^auc of sts:?x -X s?ith
sells fltrnrs,. ust ;?C- iyated ones, and wo cannot, k;?<■ -fkc

.;.? . • '.■:- ■ < . .

It i:.- ali-o u^^rtsumie that ih^s is :co ?ks-:c •-.<;> -j
^oction at the 7;o2’i:lculhis^X -xx if f'xx?- *-?as
1 rrsul:-'. C-X'XXd to o^bc^a

1. otil.;: '.? s as eolourlXtl as as»

Yours siaxxely ,.

;..;:x* iaXl?
<■•?■ 31T*

(■ . II. T7^?W.O

Copy to Dr. Ashmore•

XK.



No-0283/K MEMORANDUM
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

3rd ...February., 19 •

To: The Colonial Secretary,

From: The Supe r intendent f

Posts & Telecommunications,

Stanley, Falkland Islands. STANLEY.

Subject Nev/ Def init ive Is s ue of Postage Stamps.

The Secretariat,

The Advisory Committee on stamp designs met this morning to consider the
colour transparencies received as a result of the advertisement together with
those provided by Mr. Ian Barnes. All transparencies were screened and reference
made to Mrs. Valentin/’s book on flowering plants of the Falkland Islands. Twenty
subjects were chosen. With the exception of ’’Felton’s” flower, illustrations of
all subjects appear in Mrs. Valentin’s book and all but four are supported by colour
slides. For the purposes of Executive Council reference to the plates in
Mrs. Valentin’s book would probably suffice at this stage and subjects chosen with
plate numbers are given below :

1 . Arrovzleaf Marigold - Plate 6 (no slide).
2 9 Yellow Voilet - Plate 11.
3. Scurvy G-rass - Plate 15-
4. Strawberry - Plate 16.
5. Pig Vine - Plate 19 (no slide)
6. Yellow Daisy - Plate 28.
7» Sea Cabbage - Plate 30.
8. Fashima - Plate 33®
9. Vanilla Daisy (slides are better than illustration) - Plate $6,

10. Lavender ” " " ” ” - Plate 37*
11. Tea (malvina) Berry - Plate 20 (no slide)
12. Dusty Miller - Plate 41.
13. Thrift - Plate 43.
14. Euphrasia Antarctica)  , . c , x t,. . < - Plates 45 and 46.Lauies Slipper )
15* Diddle Dee - Plate 51.
16. Dog Orchid (cordonorchid Lessonii) - Plate 53*
17. Yellow Orchid (chloraea gaudichandii) - Plate 54.
18. Pale Maiden - Plate 55.
19. Fern - Plates 62 or 63 (no slides).
20. Felton’s Flower (no illustration in Valentin’s)

In the interests of producing a really attractive set the Committee felt that
it would be unwise to rush this issue through and recommended that the Crown Agents
be asked to commission a professional stamp designer to prepare rough designs of all
tv/enty subjects and send them here for scrutiny and final choice of the thirteen
(possibly) required for the set.

Photogravure would appear to be the process which would portray a flower
design to the best advantage and although the Committee were happy to leave the
background colouring to the artist, it is noted that the Crown Agents favour a plain
background for subjects such as flowers. The Committee however felt that for the
guidance of the artist the Crown Agents should be informed that for background
colouring, shades of brown, grey, shades of green and blue (not vivid) would be in
keeping with Falklands scenery.



CONFIDENTIAL

Ref* O283/K. 7th February, 19^7

MEMORANDUM NO, IO/67 FOR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

New Definitive Issue of Postage Stamps

The Superintendent of Posts and Telecommunications has now reported
as follows:

’’The Advisory Committee on stamp designs met this morning
to consider the colour transparencies received as a result of the
Advertisement together with those provided by Mr. Ian Barnes,
All transparencies were screened and reference made to Mrs.
Valentin’s book on flowering plants of the Falkland Islands.
Twenty subjects were chosen. With the exception of "Felton’s”
flower, illustrations of all subjects appear in Mrs. Valentin’s
bock and all but four are supported by colour slides. For
the purposes of Executive Council, reference to the plates in
Mrs, Valentin’s book would probably suffice at this stage and
subjects chosen with plate numbers are given below;

1. Arrowleaf Marigold ~ Plate 6 (no slide).
2. Yellow Violet - Plate 11.
3« Scurvy Grass - Plate 15.
A. Strawberry - Plate 16.
5. Pig Vine - Plate 19 (no slide).
6. Yellow Daisy - Plate 28.
7. Sea Cabbage - Plate 50,
8. Fashima - Plate 33®
9. Vanilla Daisy (slides are better than illustration) -

Plate 36.
10. Lavender (slides are better than illustration) -

Plate 37.
llo Tea (malvina) Berry - Plate 20 (no slide).
12. Dusty Miller — Plate 41 o
13•> Thrift - Plate 43*
12|_o Euphrasia Antarctica) , , r 3 , zT x,. _ . < - Plates 45 and 46 oLadies Slipper )
15♦ Diddle Dee - Plate 51*
16. Dog Orchid (cordonorchid Lessonii) - Plate 53®
17. Yellow Orchid (chloraea gaudichandii) - Plate 54*
18. Pale Maiden ~ Plate 55*
19. Fern - Plates 62 or 63 (no slides).
20. Felton’s Flower (no illustration in Valentin’s)

In the interests of producing a really attractive set the
Committee felt that it would be unwise to rush this issue through and
recommend that the Crown Agents be asked to commission a professional
stamp designer to prepare rough designs of all twenty subjects and
send them here for scrutiny and final choice of the thirteen (possibly)
required for the set.

Photogravure would appear to be the process which would portray
a flower design to the best advantage and although the Committee
were happy fo leave the background colouring to the artist, it is
noted that the Crown Agents favour a plain background for subjects
such as flowers. The Committee however felt that for the guidance
of the artist the Crown Agents should be informed that for background
colouring, shades of brown, grey, shades of green and blue (not
vivid) would be in keeping with Falklands scenery."

Honourable Members are asked to advise that the recommendations contained
in the report be accepted and action taken accordinglyc

IM

COLONIAL SECRETARY.



EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING no. 1/67 OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL HELD ON

THE 14th & 15th FEBRUARY 1967.

4. ™ DEFINITIVE ISSUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS.(Memo 10/67)O28J/K

Council noted, the report submitted, by the Superintendent of Posts
and. Telecommunications.

The list of flowering plants suggested, by the advisory committee
as suitable subjects to be represented, on the new issue was studied.
and. Council advised, that two further plants be added, viz: veronica
elliptica (plate 48 of Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands by
Mrs. E.F. Vallentin) and callixene marginata (plate 56).

TB



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

18th January, 1967

Dear Sir

Uj ■3<c3)967

Further to our previous correspondence, we shall
be grateful to learn whether or not any decision has been
reached in connection with the possible introduction of a
new definitive issue of Falkland Island stamps.

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I

If there is anything further you wish to know in
addition to the information supplied in our letter of 26th
Julj, 1966, please do not hesitate to let us know.

Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

The Acting Colonial Secretary
Colonial Secretary’s Office
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Yours faithfully,



Dear Nap,

slides the
enclosed.

While going through a lot of discarded

other night I came across the one

1 don’t want it back.

sincerely



s®f: 028^1.

16th February, 19'67•

I.-!aay thanfcs for your note together with colourod slide
for the proposed ne^ stamp issue• I have passed it on to the
Committee for consideration at their next seating. We are
still interested and would welcome a^y others you nay be able
to offer within the next month or so.

Hr. 3iggs9
75Cv r P " ‘rpQsTJ



Department of Botany,
The University,
Leicester,
England.

Sir Sosmo Haskard, K.C.I.I.G., M.B.E.,
Government House,
Port Stanley,

26th. January, 19&7•

Falkland Islands.

3$a
Dear Sir Cosmo,

Thank you for your letter of 20th. December, 196?
concerning your planst to issue a new and definitive set of stamps
for the colony. I am particularly happy to learn that it is your
intention to depict some of the plants which occur in the Falkland
Islands.

It will he a great pleasure to help you with this
project in whatever way I can. Once the committee has made its
recommendations, I shall be glad to study them and offer whatever
advice is within my power.

I trust that you are finding your stay in the Falkland
Islands interesting and pleasant. i.'y work on the Flora of the islands
is now almost completed and I hope to send the final typescript to
the press within the next month or so.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

(Dr.) David 1J. Moore .

f.«. J



Sender’s name and address: ..„_Dx.k.__D.2..V.U1_.^.»ju—ld.Q.QJCS..,__ _____

Department of Botany,

 Th e_U n i versify

LEICESTER, England.. .  

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY
ENCLOSURE; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

The ‘APSLEY’ Air Letter

A John Dickinson Product

Form approved by Postmaster General No.—71995/lZ

Sir Cosmo Haskard, K.C.h,Gt,

Government House,

;Port Stanley,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.



q M/l/17 1967

Hazy thanks for your letter of 2bth January received
here on ILth February. I am so glad that you think that it is a good
idea to depict on our next definitive issue of stamps some of the
plants which occur in the Falkland Islands.

The committee lias very recently made its recommendations
and some 20 plants are covered. Executive Council lias this week
authorized the next step to be taken by the Crown Agents and wo shall
be getting off a detailed letter to them by the mail leaving here on
13th ''.arch. By that same mail we shall be sending you details of what
has been suggested, so this brief note is merely by way of an acknowledgement
of your kind offer to help us.

I might mention that we expect the stamp issue to consist
of 13 values; the object in making 20 suggestions is to give some room
for choice.

It was extremely kind of you to offer to lend some of
your colour slides showing close-up views of several species and I can
assure you that this suggestion is most welcome. Rather than ask you to
send slides out here, I suggest that you wait for a further letter on the
subject from Stanley since wo shall probably ask you to got in touch with
the Crown Agents at a later date. The artist eventually selected to
undertake the job will no doubt be glad to have as much material as possible
and I am sure your slides would be of assistance to him or her.

Yes, ny wif e and I do indeed find our time here vexy much
worth while and our only regret is that the years seek-. to be passing all too
quickly. I was most interested to hear that your work on the flora of the
Islands is almost ready and I look forward to seeing the finished product
one day.

Dr David M. Moore.
Department of Botany,
The University,
Leicester



NEW DEFINITIVE ISSUE POSTAGE STMTS

COLOUR TRANSPARENCIES FORWARDED TO CROWN AGENTS UNDER C.S. LETTER

O283/K DATED 9TH MARCH, 1967 ':

SUBJECT

Yellow Violet

Scurvy Grass

Strawberry
Yellow Daisy

x Sea Cabbage

FaeliiiML-^
/Vanilla Daisy
zLavender

/Dusty Miller

Thrift
Euphrasia Antarctica )
Ladies Slipper )

^Diddle Dee
/Dog Orchid
^Yellow Orchid
/Tale Maiden

Felton’s Flower

IM.

SLIDE NO. OWNER

1 H.E. The Governor
2 Government
3 <& 4 T. Spruce
5 & 6 Government
7 H.E. the Governor
8 Mrs. H. Newman
9 Ian Barnes
10 Terry Spruce
11 P. Mitchell
12 H.E. The Governor
13 Government
12p & 15 Government
16 Government
17, 18 & 18a H.E. The Governor-—*
19 H.E. The Governor —
20 Government
21 T. Spruce

22 & 23 Government
24 H.E. The Governor
25 Government
26- H.E. The Governor —
27 & 28 Government ..... -
29 Ian Barnes

Copy sent to S.P.T,



He?; Q283/K,

■

10th March, 1967.

Dear

The Governor, Sir Cosmo H&skard, has been in touch
with you about our forthcoming issue of stamps based on local
flowers, and has shown ne your extremely helpful letter of the
26th January.

As you will see from the enclosed copy of a letter to
the Crown Agents we have asked them to get in touch with you.
Much of what is said will be of little interest but I think if
you know exactly what we are aiming at it say be helpful.

Our appeal for colour slides brought in much which is
unusable and I have not the slightest doubt that the Crown
Agents will ask to take a look at your collection.

•le are extremely grateful to you for your offer to help.

Dr. David Moore,
Department of Botany,
The University,
Lgicwn*.

im.

(u. H. THOMPSON)



0283/K

Jt

9th March, ^7.

Dear Sirs,
New Definitive Issue of Postage Stamps

Falkland Islands

>— '* With reference to your letter Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1 of 18th
January, 1967 it has been decided to proceed with a new definitive
issue. The theme will be plants of the Falkland Islands.

Twenty two plants have been chosen from Mrs. E.F, Valentin’s
book "Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands" (published by
L. Reeve and Co. Ltd. 1921) and from colour transparencies. A
copy of the book is thought to be available either from the
Commonwealth Office Library or from the library of the Royal Common
wealth Society. A list of the selected plants is given below;
the plate numbers are from Valentin’s book and slide numbers corres
pond with the numbers appearing on the enclosed slides:

Plant Plate
No.

Slide
No.

1. Arrowleaf Marigold 6 No slide
2. Yellow Violet 11 1 and 2
3. Scurvy Grass 15 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
4. Strawberry 16 8
5. Pig Vine 19 No slide

Tea (Malvina) Berry 20 No slide
7. Yellow Daisy 28 9 and 10
8. Sea Cabbage 30 11 and 12
9. Fashima sZ 33 13
10. Vanilla Daisy 36 14 and 15
11. Lavender 37 16, 17, 18 and 18a
12. Dusty Miller U 19 and 20
13. Thrift 43 21
Up. Euphrasia Antarctica)

Ladies Slipper ) 2f-5 & 46 22 and 23

15• Veronica Elliptica 48 No slide
16. Diddle Dee 51 24
17© Dog Orchid (cordonorchid lessonii) 53 25
18. Yellow Orchid (chloraea gaudichandii) 54 26
19© Pale Maiden 55 27 and 28
20. Callixena Marginata 56 No slide
21. Fern 62 or 63 No slide
22. Felton’s Flower , — 29

Dr. David Moore, Department of Botany, The University, Leicester,
also has a collection of colour slides which he is willing to make
available. Dr. Moore has also kindly offered to assist in any way he
can and he should be consulted to ensure that the correct botanical names
are .given and in view of his local knowledge, advise on the colour

* . ^•^aliU^y of the transparencies (the seventh paragraph of your letter
I Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1 of 26th July, 1966, refers).

Your advice on the photogravure process is accepted.
1

With regard to the size of the stamps we would value your advice,
I but point out that we like that of our present definitive issue.

j. We too favour/. .......

for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
l Jftilbank,
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Page two

We too favour plain background colourings and suggest that the
artist should be asked to use shades of brown, grey, green and blue
which are all in keeping with Falklands scenery* Local colours
tend to be pure,but muted^and vivid tropical colourings would not be
entirely suitable•

Initial requirements for local use will be as follows:

200,000 @ l^rd.
250,000 @ 2d.
30,000 @ 3d.
15,000 @ Hd.
20,000 @ 4gd.
10,000 © 51d.

110,000 6d.
45,000 © 1/-
15,000 © 1/6 d,
30,000 © 2/-
15,000 © 3/-
15,000 @ 5/-
5,000 © £1

to which must be added the requirements of the Bureau.
should be interleaved.

Local supplies

Atnthis stage we are assuming that a basis of four colours will
suffice for the designs.

Finally it would be appreciated if you would

(i) commission a designer to prepare rough designs of all
22 subjects, less, of course, those which may be con
sidered unsuitable for reproduction*

(ii) let me have an overall estimate as soon as may be convenient.

COLONIAL SECRETARY

Yours faithfully,

i

IM.



COPY

Ref: 0283/K

fa

Colonial Secretary’s Office
Stanley, Falkland Islands

13th March 1967*

Dear Sirs,

Please refer to my letter of the 9th of March 1967

and amend the word ’validity1 to read ’variations’ where

it appears in the penultimate line of paragraph 3.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd) F. Alazia

for COLONIAL SECRETARY

Hl Department,
Crown Agents for Oversea Governments & Administrations,
4 Millbank,
LONDON, S.W.l,

FA
Copies to? SPT

Dr. Moore



/Falkland Is.

23rd March, 1967.

Dear Sir,

their premises when preparing

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W. I”
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

the following reference and the
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
[VERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

?! H Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

Thank you for your letter, 0283/K of 9th I
enclosing colour transparencies to be used in conne
with the preparation of the designs for your proposed new
definitive issue of postage stamps. We have noted that
the Plants have been chosen from Mrs. E. F. Valientin!s
book ’’Flowering Plants of the Falkland Islands”, but we are
experiencing some little difficulty in obtaining this book,
as we gather that it is a rarity. However, the Natural
History Museum in London is quite prepared to allow our
artist to refer to the book on
the designs.

6/35670/1.?6APk^0/

We have communicated
calling on him sometime during

with Dro Moore, and
the first two weeks

we propose
of April.

As soon as we collate all the necessary information,
we shall commission Mrs. Sylvia G-oaman to prepare rough designs
and subsequently the finished artwork for the series, and the
”roughs” will be sent to you for approval as soon as possible.

We shall be in a position to let you have an overall
estimate for the artwork and the postage stamps as soon as the
finished artwork has been approved by you, and tenders invited
from each of the security printers.

From page 2 of your letter under reference, we have
noted the denominations, and the fact that this does not
include a ^-d. duty. Our Stamp Bureau have reckoned that if
the Jd. denomination was included in the series, they could
sell 900,000 stamps of this duty in the first two years. In
this connection, will you please indicate whether you wish
the ^-d. denomination to be included, and if so, the quantities
of stamps required by you.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents

^Tfte Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

TL/mb



58.

C.S.
Folio 57 - last para.

Sales

960,000 @ tU. ........... .£1§75
Less C/AA commission..... 187

Revenue .... £1688
f~ 1 Al/ > • i

Product ion Costs

4 colour plates6A0
Artist................................ .. 50
Printing - say........... 10

£ 700

Profit in 2 years....  £ 988

It is anticipated that local sales would he small as we have
no -gd. postage duty.

I wonder if the C/AA would sell as many 1d. stamps as -gd.?
If so our profit would be doubled. Perhaps the C/AA could be asked
this, leaving to them to decide which would be the most profitable.

Local requirements - 10,000 stamps.

25.4,67.



THE following reference and the
date of this letter should be

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Hl/Falkland. Is. 6/35670-

Telegrams: "Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

17th April, 1967.

Dear Sir,

With reference to our previous correspondence
under your reference O28J/K, you will be interested to learn
that a member of our staff has now visited Dr. Moore of Leicester
University, and consulted him on the subject of the flora of
the Falkland Islands to be featured on your newdefinitive issue
of postage stamps. We should like to say now that Dr. Moore
has been extremely helpful, and this is indeed appreciated, and
both he and Professor Tut in very kindly arranged with their
Librarian to allow us to borrow Mrs. Vallentin1 s book ’’Flowering
Plants of the Falkland Islands”.

Although the English names of the species are
reasonably correct, Dr. Moore indicated that the English version
alone was not sufficient for the various plants to be identified
throughout the world, and that the Latin version should also be
included, and arrangements are being made accordingly.

Each transparency supplied by you has been checked
for colour and detail, and Dr. Moore has very kindly included a
number of his own colour slides where none were submitted.

Dr.
other popular

Moore has also suggested the introduction of two
plants, as follows

1. Nassauvia serpens, which is found chiefly in the stone runs,
and

2* Prickly Burr - Acaena magellamica, which is a species wide
spread in South America, South Georgia and the Falkland
Islands, with fruits which are provided with minute hooks.

The artist, Mrs. Sylvia Goaman, has now been commissioned
to prepare a total of eighteen rough designs from the list provided
and the extra two suggested by Dr. Moore, at £10. 0. Od. for each
rough, and £U0. 0. Od. additional for each of thirteen or fourteen
pieces of finished artwork, depending, of course, whether or not
you wish to introduce the id. denomination as suggested vide our

7 letter of 23rd March.

Rough designs are expected by the end of May, and after
they have been examined by Dr. Moore, colour transparencies will
be sent to you for your telegraphic approval.

Finished artwork is expected to be completed in one
month after the approval of the rough designs.



2nd May,

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your helpful letter Falkland Is.6/35670/1
of the 23rd March, 1967, concerning our new definitive stamp
issue.

Hie printing and preparation costs of halfpenny stamps
might well be such as to make them not very well worthwhile.
There would certainly be no local sales, and a halfpenny
stamp does not fit ary of our regular postal charges.

If we accept your recommendation to have a stamp almost
entirely for Stamp Bureau sales would not a penry value
perhaps be a better bet? The profits would bo that much
greater, and to some extent they would be more convenient
locally.

If you think a penny issue would appeal to the Stamp
Bureau perhaps you would be so good as to have a design
prepared. If, on the other hand, your experience is such as
to make a halfpenny stamp a better proposition please let me
know. The same design, suitably altered, would no doubt do.

Yours faithfully,

r 'SON
(W. H. Thompson)

COLONIAL SECRETARY

H Department,
Crown Agents for Oversea Governments & Administrations,
4, Millbank,
LONDON, S, VJ, 1.

pmc.



0283/K

11th May 67

Dear Sir,S

Thank you very much for your most helpful letter
Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670 of the 17th April 1967."“ ’

I am most obliged for all your efforts on our behalf.
We fully appreciate how difficult it must be to get an
issue off the ground on such slim information as we have
been able to provide.

We certainly accept Dr. Moore’s advice and look
forward to receiving the eighteen rough designs being
prepared by ltrs, .'Sylvia Goaman.

We will do our best to keep everything moving as
swiftly as we can.

You will already have had my letter of the 2nd May in
which I commented on your suggestion of a halfpenny issue.

Yours faithfully,

(W. H. Thompson)

COLONIAL SECRETARY

H Department,
Grown Agents for Oversea Governments & Administrations,
4, Millbank,
LONDON, S. W. 1.

pmc.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Crown Agents London S.W.l.

Colonial Secretary* Stanley

Despatched: 12th May* 19 67 Time : 1518

Received: 12th Hay, 19 67 Time : 1500

Your letter 028J/K ninth March new definitive
postage stamps. Please confirm by return telegram
formal application for approval this issue made to
Secretary of State Commonwealth /iffairs

Crown.

P/L : ER



1 ) ECODE.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 16.5.67 Time: 0930 Received: Time

No 87 New definitive stamp issue. We much regret having overlooked
5 paragraph 2 your Circular 377/65 and have initiated first steps to

obtain designs for new issue without your approval.

Present definitive issue went on sale 10th February i960 and you
; > will see in Annex B to your circular 46/62 that Crown Agents recommended

10th July 1966 as a replacement date.
.. ■ ?• \ \ 1

So that preliminary designing not held up grateful if approval in
principle can be given to go ahead with new definitive issue. It is not
expected that issue will be on sale before mid 1968.

Issue will consist of flowers of the Falkland Islands in denominations
of l|d 2d 3d 3|d 4|cl 5|d 6d l/~ l/6d 2/- 3/~ 5/- £U

Full application follows by first available bag.

I apologise for this regrettable oversight

P/L : ER

Acting Governor



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE a m
P1676 P4416 8/64

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed In at Date

8TA1&ST 16.5.67
To

LTF CBOW LOJJDOCI STTl iioa/c

Ko 106 Kew definitive postage stamps stop Yourtel of May stop

Telegraphic application noiv made to Secretary State vail keep you

informed

Secretary

Time ER



Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

13th Hay 195?

Dear Doctor Moore,

The over-helpful Crown Agents tell us that they have boon in
touch with you and that they are very grateful for the assistance
you have givon them in connexion with our new stamp issue.

I should have said in iqy first letter to you that we will of*
course reimburse you for any expenses you may incur, and I only
hope that we arc not putting you to too much trouble.

Yours sincerely,

(\7.Ii. Thompson)

COLONIAL

Dr. David Moore,
Department of Botany,
The University,
LBic^sTnn. Copy: Crown Agents for Oversea

Governments & Administrations

pmc<
4, Millbank,
LONDON. S.W.1. Hi Dept.



F. I. ref: 028j/K
C. 0. ref:

SAVING TELEGRAM,

From: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

To: The Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Datett^ 1 2 * 4̂67

Ae. 93 SAVINGCOLONY

My telegram No. 87 of the 16th May 1967 refers. Application is
now made for approval in prinoipjapfor a new definitive stamp issue.
The current definitive issue has Deen on sale since 10th February I960
and in accordance with Annex B of your Circular Despatch No. 46/62 of 2-G
18th January 1962 (C.O. Ilef: CM 269/01) and paragraph 6 (a) of the
enclosure to your Circular Despatch No. 37.^15 of the 14th September 1965
(C.O. Kef: CM 269/02), a replacement issue is now due. Sales indicate
that it is also desirable.

2. It is proposed that the design for the new issue should be
thematic and depict plants of the Falkland Islands in the following
denominations - T^d., 2d., Jd., 3g d., 4jd., 5i*d., 6d., 1/-, 1/6, 2/-,
3/-, 5/- and £1.

J. It is realised that this application should have been made a
considerable tine ago, but due to a most regrettable error, this was not
done. I hope you will find it possible to give permission for the issue
to go ahead thus taking advantage of the preparatory work already carried
out here and by the Crown Agents in London.

4. Steps have been taken to ensure that this mistake does not
occur again.

ACTING GOVERNOR

Copies: H.Department, Crown Agents



0285/K

2nd June 67

Dear Sirs,

New Definitive issue of Postage Stamps
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Further to my letter of the 9th March 1967, I now enclose six
further slides of tlieTellow Orchid (Number 18 on my list).

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. Thompson)

COLONIAL SECRETARY

H1 Department,
Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
4, Millbank,
LONDON S.W.1.

pmo go S'V'bto



We understand that rough designs for a new
definitive stamp issue are in the process of being
drawn up by the Crown Agents* There does not
appear to be any correspondence between us about
this but I presume that at some stage you will let
us know the position because as you are well aware
there may be political complications about a stamp
issue of this sort and we should like to know what
is happening well in advance.

(A. ST.J. SUGG)

' 3 '
H. W. Thompson, Esq., M.B.E.,
Government House,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 23.6.67 Time: 1130 Received: Time

b8.
No 103 Definitive Stamp Issue. Your ATT 3/249/1 undated
refers. See my telegram No S7 and Saving No 93 of 23rd (cio
May. Understand Haskard has discussed. Grateful any
indication of likelihood of authority to proceed

Acting Governor

P/L : ER

AA (t-V U



Decode.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 11,7.67 Time: 1839 Received: 11.7.67 Time': 1500

{^> . hlo . o^\

No 138 Your telegram 87 and savingrams 93 and 93
postage stamp issues.

Your proposals for a new definitive issue and
a commemorative issue (international human rights
year) in 1968 are approved in principle

Sec er

P/L : AA



GOVERNMEb

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

JT TELEGRAPH SERVICE /
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

S&WLX 12.7.6?

To
LTF CHOO X.0UDQH S;.l HQA/c

Ho 152 Stamp Issues stop Secretary of State has now approved, in principle

new definitive and Intematicjnal Hainan Kights Co^eaorative issues

Secretary

Time
, Copy to SPT

$90^ OC&jUL._____________



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Crown ’

To......... Go lonial ...Seer e t ary., ..Stanley,

Despatched: 12th July,

Received: 12th July,

19 67 Time : 1156

19 67 Time : 1345

Specimens of* diddle dee foliage urgently required
for benefit of artist preparing new definitive f
stamps. Specimens should not repeat not be entrusted
to post but should be sent be hand of passenger
travelling by air. Please confirm.

P/L : AA
Intld. H.L.B.

Crown



FALKLAND ISLANDS

Time

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843
SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 1U.7.67
To

LTj? CRGWII LOiTOOH SVV1 HOA/c

Lb .155 12th specimens diddlouee
delivered by hand of Lt Peg 1 ar Royal Marines on
or about a’>th July

Secretary



THS FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1

Dear Sir

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

2nd. June

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

With reference to our previous correspondence,
concerning your proposed new definitive issue of Falkland
Island postage stamps, and culminating with your letter
Op83/K of 11th May, you will be interested to learn that
His Excellency The Governor, Sir Cosmo and Lady Haskard,
visited the Crown Agents on 1st June, and with Mrs.
Sylvia Goaman, the artist, we were able to discuss in some
detail the rough designs which had been prepared by her.

From the designs prepared by Mrs. Goaman, Sir
Cosmo and Lady Haskard made a provisional selection of the
following:-

1. Arrowleaf Marigold - Caltha sagittata.
2. Yellow Violet - Viola maculata.
3- Scurvy Grass - Oxalis enneaphylla.
U. Pig Vine - Gunnera magellanica.

f 5* Sea Cabbage - Senecio candicans.
6. Fachine - Chiliotrichum diffusum.
7. Vanilla Daisy - Leuceria suaveolens.
8. Lavender - Perezia recurvata.
9* Dusty Miller - Primula decipiens.
10. Dog Orchid - Codonorchis lessonii.
11. Yellow Orchid - Gavilea macroptera.

In addition to this selection, they considered
that the following should also be added:-

12. Diddle Dee - Empetrum rubrum.
13* Pale Maiden - Sisyrinchium filifolium.
1U« Felton’s Flower - Calendrinia feltonii.

However, we shall be sending to you colour
transparencies of each of the designs referred to above,
together with three other alternatives, i.e. Ladies
Slipper, Nassauvia serpens and Prickly Burr, and it is
hoped that these can be despatched to you by about the middle
of July after another meeting with His Excellency and Lady
Haskard, Mrs. Sylvia Goaman, arranged for 11th July. Dr.
Moore will make a botanical appraisal towards the end of June
therefore the designs should be reasonably accurate.

Unfortunately, we are experiencing some difficulty
in obtaining detailed information and habitat of the Pelton’s
Flower, and His Excellency has suggested that perhaps

c.c. Sir Cosmo Haskard. K.C.M.G. M.B.E.V

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

.../Mr. Napier

WL/mb



Hl/Falkland Is. 6/35670/1 2.

Mr. Napier of West Point could supply this, and if
possible, to the extent of sketching the leaf. Perhaps
Mr. Napier could send to us specimens of both the leaf
and foliage which would be of considerable help to the
artist. We are not unduly worried as to Mr. Napier’s
artistic ability and his sketch need only be very rough.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents



the following reference and the
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

H2/1O1O/2O/Ll9O.

Telegrams: "Crown, London-S.W. I"
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Dept.
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

9th June, 1967*

Dear Sir,

In reply to your letter, 0283/K of 2nd May,
whether a l/2d. stamp is preferable to a Id. stamp from a
philatelic sales point of view**can best be illustrated by
giving the sales figures of the lower values of a recently
released West Indies definitive issue

l/2d. value
Id. value

lid. value

233,000 stamps
103,000 stamps
90,000 stamps

We have included the lid. value sales as, of
course, at present your new definitive issue has this value
as its lowest. We would expect to sell id. or Id. Falkland
Islands stamps in about the same quantities.

We feel that that there is no postal need for id.
or Id. stamps should not be given too much attention if
philatelic revenue is important to a country. We would
hazard a guess that there is no country in the world which
has a postal use for a id. stamp yet many countries have
such a value, and incur no criticism from philatelic circles
in so doing.

The designs of the issue will be sent to you for
consideration in July, and as there will be more than
necessary for the thirteen values at present envisaged,
perhaps you will consider allocating one for a id. or Id. value
in the light of the above information.

Yours faithfully,

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

JH/mb



^^»^OWING

We OF THIS
QUOTED IN

REFERENCE AND THE
LETTER SHOULD BE
COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl Department,
4, MILLBANK,

LONDON, S.W. I.

Hl/FALKLAND IS. 6/35670/1

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I"
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

Dear Sir,

With reference to our previous correspondence
concerning your proposed new definitive issue of
postage stamps, you will be interested to learn
that Sir Cosmo and Lady Haskard visited us on 11th
September and have now seen the designs for this
series.

They appeared to be quite delighted with them
but felt that the foliage of the 3jd denomination
featuring Diddle Dee was incorrect. In fact, this
point was made to the artist by Dr. Moore of Leicester
University. For this reason our telegram of 12th
July was despatched to you and we confirm the text as
follows:-

’’SPECIMENS OF DIDDLE DEE FOLIAGE URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR

BENEFIT OF ARTIST PREPARING NEW DEFINITIVE STAMPS STOP

SPECIMENS SHOULD NOT REPEAT NOT BE ENTRUSTED TO POST BUT

SHOULD BE SENT BY HAND OF PASSENGER TRAVELLING BY AIR
STOP PLEASE CONFIRM”

IIsweTOr, Sir Cosmo and Lady Haskard have indicated their
preference to the under-mentioned 1U from the 17 and
denominations were applied to each of the designs as
follows:-

id. Dusty Miller
lid. Pig Vine

2d. Pale Maiden

3d. Dog Orchid
3id Diddle Dee C u-K - x \

Uid Vanilla Daisy <2** J
5id Arrowleaf Marigold

6d Sea Cabbage
1/- Scurvy Grass N

V6d Prickly Burr )

2/- Fachine I ((Lua. > aZ )
3/- Lavender (

5/- Peltons Flower\

£1 Yellow Orchid/

In allocating the denominations of each of the designs,
careful consideration was given not only to the aesthetic
attractiveness of the plant but also in the arrangement the
series would take in a collector’s album.

General Secretary,
General Secretary’s Office,
PORT STANLEY.
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

WL/DC
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You will observe on viewing the colour transparencies
that those shown above contain the Territorial name and
value tablet; the three remaining transparencies featured
without this matter are suitable alternatives to the
recommended series. Mr. Michael Goaman has already prepared
a rough design of Her Majesty The Queen wearing a Coronet^;
this style of portrait was very well received by Sir Cosmo.
The rough design is featured in the top right-hand corner of
the £1 denomination and Mr. Goaman has now been commissioned
to prepare the finished artwork of the portrait,at a fee of
£50, which will then appear in the top right-hand corner of
each design.

Sir Cosmo during his earlier visit, enquired the
possibility of using the new British Post Office portrait
design by Machin, but we regret to say that time does not
permit us to conclude any negotiation for its use on
Commonwealth or Colonial Stamp Issues. However, we feel that
you will agree that Goaman’s portrait, which appears basically
on the same lines as the Machin portrait, is quite effective.
This will be solely for the use of the Falkland Island Definitive
series.

With regard to the lettering and value tablets, you
will observe that these appear in black but, in effect
they will actually appear in the finished stamps as a full
solid of the various background colours for each denomination,
for example on the 2d denomination the Territorial name and the
value will be shown in a solid of the orange.

Unfortunately time does not permit the artist to include
the local and Latin version of the various captions on the
designs, but these will be added along the lines similar to
the recent Western Samoa Definitive postage stamps, except
that the Latin version will not be contained in simple brackets.
Specimens of the Western Samoa Definitive stamps are enclosed
for your information.

You will by now have received our letter of 9th June
under reference H2/1O1O/2O/L1.9O concerning the advantages of
having a id denomination in the series and Sir Cosmo has asked
us to amplify our remarks in this respect. We are in favour
of a id stamp in that whereas the Id stamp is too expensive
for most packet manufacturers, they would readily buy the id
stamp. The effect of a country’s stamp appearing in packets
can only be to the good in that it attracts collectors to that
country and this may well be the means by which the juvenile
non-committed collector of today, becomes the serious collector
of that country’s stamps tomorrow. At present the packets
widely available in the United Kingdon and North America
contain a preponderance of East European stamps specially
printed for this particular trade. As quality stamps such as
British Commonwealth and Colonials are very few and far
between, we are naturally anxious to remedy this position so
as to give the young collector the opportunity of speculating
their small sums of money for the purchase of such stamps for
their collections.

With regard to the cost of production, the designs have
been prepared in such a manner that the printing rate will be
the same for a given quantity of each value in the series.
For example, the printing rate for 50,000 id stamps will be
the same as for J^d stamps or for any other values. However, we
would mention that the rate is always dependent upon the
quantity ordered and the higher the quantity the cheaper the
basic printing rate.

/3...
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It is likely that your Committee will have some
criticisms to make of each of the designs and we shall
he glad to received these comments at your very
earliest opportunity to enable the artist to effect the
various modifications without any delay* However, we
would mention at this stage that each of the designs
have been studied by Dr* Moore of the Botany Department
of Leicester University, and have been found to be
botanically correct. Naturally, due to the delicate
nature of each design it will not be technically
practtable to reproduce down to the size of a stamp any
fine detail which may appear to have been omitted and
this point must be considered by your Stamp Committee
on examining the colour transparencies* Nevertheless,
if it is felt that modifications are essential it is of
prime importance that these are carried out at this stage,
otherwise to do so when the proofs are being prepared
will involve considerable added expenditure over and above
the basic price.

As soon as we receive your comments on the designs,
we shall then instruct Mrs. Goaman to complete the
artwork and a further set of colour transparencies will be
sent to you for your telegraphic approval.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents





0283/K

8th August,

Dear Sirs,

Postage Stamps - Definitive Issue

I refer to your letter H1/FALKLAND IS. 6/35670/1 of
July 1967. '

We are delighted, with the rough designs and agree with
the view expressed by Sir Cosmo and Lady Haskard that the
fourteen designs chosen out of the total of seventeen should
be as follows

Dusty Miller
Pig Vine
Pale Maiden
Dog Orchid
Diddle Dee
Vanilla Daisy
Arrowleaf Marigold

Sea Cabbage
Scurvy Grass
Prickly Burr
Fachine
Lavender
Feltons Flower
Yellow Orchid

We would prefer that the Diddle Dee (noted by you for
the 3jd denomination) and Sea Cabbage (noted by you for the
6d denomination) should be interchanged thus to make Diddle
Dee the 6d value. The reason for this is that the Diddle
Dee is unique to the Falkland Islands where Sea Cabbage may
not be so and the 6d value is used on air letter forms with
a world wide circulation.

We are content to leave the final design for Diddle Dee
to the artist.

We have no’ comment to make on the printing of the
various captions.

We now agree to the issue of a ^-d denomination and hope
that sales will make this worthwhile.

I thank you very much for all your efforts on our behalf
and if the photographs of the rough designs are anything to
go by I am quite sure the new issue will be worthwhile.

May I point out that your letter was wrongly addressed
to me as the General Secretary and I should be obliged if I
may be accorded my correct title.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. Thompson)

COLONIAL SECRETARY

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
H1 Department,
4, Millbank,
LONDON, S.W.1.

pmc.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT 1 '■

’ ■ z ■

Ko 175 Definitive Stamp Issue your Kl/^alltlsles 6/35670/1

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STANLEY 8.8.67
To

LTF CRCCT LOITDOK SV/1 hoa/c

---------------------------------------------—------------------------------------------------

refers stop Designs agreed no major comment except 3£d
diddledee and 6d sea cabbage denominations to be
interchanged letter follows

Time

■77
Secretary

aa



0283/K

15th August 67

Dear Sirs,

Please refer to your letter Hl/Falkland Is.6/35670/1 of
2nd June 1967 and the last paragraph thereof. We too have
experienced some difficulty in obtaining detailed information
about the habitat of the Felton’s Flower, nothing of which is
visible at this season of the year. The only colour slides
we have are of transplanted Felton’s Flowers and these show a
short grass background. We understand that the true habitat
is in rocky areas, and if this is so the background will be of
gray rock similar to that shown in the artist’s rough design
taken from Dr. Moore’s colour slide of Nassauvia Serpens.

I am sorry I cannot be more helpful.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. Thompson)
COLONIAL SECRETARY

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments
H. Dept.,
4, Millbank,
LONDON, S.W.1.

pmo.

and Administrations,



"HE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

H1/FALK. IS. 6/35670

Telegrams: "Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

CROWN AGENTS

Dear Sir,

With reference to our previous correspondence concerning
your proposed new definitive issue of postage stamps, we are
now enclosing colour transparencies of the finished artwork
for your approval. Would you please say by return telegram
whether or not these are satisfactory so that we may “proceed
in calling for tenders for the production of this issue*
You will note that there are 14 colour transparencies
of the designs, and the 15th i.e. the one of the Queen’s portrait
will appear on each of the designs* You will see that it has
been added to one stamp purely to give you an idea of the
positioning (this is the £1 value).

Sir Cosmo and Lady Haskard have seen these designs several
times since they have been in this country and you will be
interested to learn that they are now quite pleased with them.

Your earliest reply would be very much appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

Fcolonial Secretary, “]
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands.

CAL 64



H1/FALKLAND IS. 6/35670
CROWN AGENTS

for Oversea Governments and Administrations

Abbey 7730

4, MILLBANK,
WESTMINSTER,

LONDON, S.W. I.

13th September, 1967*

your request when
I give below Mrs.

With reference to
this office on Monday,

you visited
Goaman’s address

Mrs. Sylvia Goaman,
22, St. Georges Road,
St. Margarets-on-Thames,
Twickenham,
Middx.

Sir Cosmo Haskard



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Words Handed in at Date

STI

18.10.6?

KO.A/c

no 257 Yourlet II1/PAIICIS6/3567O 29th September definitive stamp 

issue stop Designs satisfactory

Time—----- w

Secretary

Copy to SPT



EXTRACT FROM MINtJTES OP MEETING NO. 6/67

HELD OH 17TH AI<p 2OTH OCTOBER 1967

O283/K 25. IM STAMP ISSUES
O283/L

Council studied the transparencies submitted by the Crown Agents
of the proposed new definitive floral issue of postage stamps and advised
that the designs were satisfactory.

Members also studied a proposed design for the 1%8 Human Rights
issue but were unable to recommend its adoption. An alternative design
prepared by Kirs. Sieglinde Button was examined and Council advised that
the Crown Agents be requested to adopt this. Considering the representation
of Her Majesty’s portrait, Council advised that the ’G-oaman’ design already
favoured for the new definitive issue should likewise be portrayed on the
Human Rights issue.

A second alternative stamp design, also produced by Mrs. Button and
incorporating the motto ’Desire the Right’ was not considered suitable
for this issue but members advised that the design be retained for
consideration with some future issue.

Council advised that the release of the Human Rights issue should not
conflict with the release of the new definitive issue.

ER



Decode. t

TELEGRAM.
From Crow London S.W.l.

y. Colonial Secretary, Stanley 

Despatched: 24th October, 19 67 Time: 1200

Received: 24th October, 19 67 Time :

For Thompson reference definitive stamps

Your letter 2nd May not received giving quantities
of halfpenny stamps required. Please cable quantities
this denomination required

P/L : ER

Crown



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R Ward 843
SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

SfflSf %ao.67

To
V’W/eIffiF CE0W1 LOKWK SQ.

lib 2$2 Yourtel 24th def:initivo stalos sten roi’ local sales

c®.e hundred. thoiirsand

Time
^1

Scnretaiy



7 November 19^7

I think that you would be interested to know that at

the last meeting of Executive Council the colour slides of your

paintings for the Falkland Islands flower series of stamps were
greatly admired and I think that I can say without hesitation

the new definitive issue should be extremely popular, both locally

here in the Colony and with philatelists generally.

I look forward in due course to the Crown Agents sending

us the original paintings which we plan to have displayed to the

public.

Mrs Sylvia Goaman,
22 S,t Georges Road,
St Margarets-on-Thames

L



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Crown London S.W.l

To Colonial Secretary * Stanley

Despatched: 17th November, 19 67 Time : 13H

Received: 17th November, 19 67 Time : 1600

Reference Definitive Stamps. Quotations received
as follows. Harrisons at cost £10,4.60 with delivery-
18 weeks. Delarue at cost £11,975 with delivery 5 to
15 weeks. Both above offers photogravure and inclusive
paper but time for approval bromides and proofs not
included. Delarue also offer delacryl (litho) at cost
£9,128 not including paper with same delivery. Harrisons
cheaper for future re-prints. Would suggest Harrison’s
offer accepted but please cable instructions soonest

Crown

P/L : ER



FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

sxms&bt 22.31*67

To

IS? COT LO'TDOH SSI il'D’VC



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

1? -.: ■. ■ ” - £ . J.«rrom .................................... ........... ....

Reference definitive stanps, To perforate to
correct size additional cost of £160 for perforating
block necessary but assume this acceptable

P/l : ER
JjitTd II,I cB»

CroViH

ItoO



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS (

SENT
P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STANLEY 28.12.67
To

IW CROWN LONDON SW1 HOA/c

Ho 310 Stamps atop Yotwtol 22nd December stop Agree
£160

Secretary

Time AA



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I’’
Telephone: Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

. Is. 6/35670

<7o
CROWN AGENTS

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to:-

Crown Agents’ H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

28th December, 1967*

Dear Sir,

With reference to previous correspondence concerning
your new definitive issue of postage stamps, we are pleased to
enclose herewith a stamp size bromide of each value together with
relevant artwork. We shall be grateful if you will please advise
us by return telegram whether these meet with your approval and
return the artwork by registered air mail thereafter.

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

rn 03 A CAL 64



LO

the duly authorised agents oforder of the Crown Agents actingdetails as

Signature

5iDated this

The articles will

, Au thy.ts.cdl.
233/4 g

A/c. 249000 v;
$

WSWOUSE>•S r ST’NICHC^AS ROAD.
J | SUTTON, SURREY
C §'• .1’,: I- >V

Telegrams'"CROWN. SUTTON?’
Telephone 01-643 3311
Telex No. 261786

DUE I
THE CROWN AGENTsI C
for Oversea Governments and Admlniitratioos.

H. DIVISION.
, ST.

We hereby undertake to supply the articles
the C-ovorairnnt of Falkland Islands
on the terms given, in accordance with the Crown Agents General Conditions of Contract, 1966, part 1 and such other conditions and require
ments as may be specified, and to deliver the articles in the manner specified within the period stated from the date of order.

 Address JL£. .....

' tS. 6/35670/1
c °c A- .o the CROWN AGENTS, SUTTON this reference being quoted

day of .. 19^ t . 

Tenderer’s ref. ... ..tl..$.«...**&  •* Telephone No .  ........  Telex No.
Crown A^onu£i Control

be subject to Crown Agents inspection

td.

ITEM No. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES RATE AMOUNT

FOGTAGF W&FS.

Tq eost of producing a law definitive
issue of Islands postage stexnps
details of V71iieh as followm*

v?ill be 14 value-3 as follov?st<*
l/2tU - Dusty Killer •

- J?is Vine.
[2d. - Palo Maiden.
i 3d. - Dog -Orchid.I 3.1/2$. - Sea .Cabbage.
! 4.1/2t5» - Vanilla Daisy.
I 5.1/2<U - Arxwleaf Karis©Id.
I fid. - Diddle Dee.
I 1/- - Scurvy Grass.
; l/6d. ~ Prickly Burr.
2/* - FacMn®.
3/- - Lavender.

/contd.♦ ♦

DELIVERY PERIOD(S) 1 Brought forward from continuation sheets
2 Total cost of articles

3 TRADE ALLOWANCES
DISCOUNTS

5 Net cost of articles
Packing and delivery or postage

Total cost f.o.b. London Is.7

ALTERNATIVELY8*
Checked 4 i«eed see instructions 9 and 10 overleaf

FOR USE IN CROWN agents officeyout tender for this issue ia

---- :-rr-7.............
Date of Order 67. Distributed

Delivery date X; ■. . 4

Notes to Firm accepted. The artwork is already
in your possession. Stamp size bromides and
the artwork should be submitted to this
office for approval by 21st December, 196?•

/Continued Page 4Copy to-—

Notes to “S” DC. NDC.
A.O-P- Address

4 The Colonial Secretary9
port Stanley,

Lock-up stowage required.

FALKLAND ISLANDS. Notes to Inspector
cD.6I(H)

p&Co.<P)
’ i rd.



THIS FORM TO BE RETURNED TO CROWN AGENTS

FALK 13 6/35670/1

— .o messks. Harrison & Sons Ltd,,______
frtw I
No. I QUANTITY . DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

5/* - Belton*$ Flower.
O - Yellow 0 rehid«

RATE

* will be
forwarded
separately

hsajkst and, Colours i-

,.J0
Au per the finished rrtwrk which Mil

be circulated to each tenderer in turn. T
note that the mats? Queen1c portrait t© bo
used * Ths portrait
need on thu '-1 value is far position purposes
only.

The stamps are to be printed by the
photogravure proco.a $ ♦

Siaot ,,WM and 3ets~
The stamps? are to bo printed in a raise

1.574n :< 0.9443* (4c n-r x F4 x-a.) perforation
to perforation, o.r In a siae eo^cnaurate to
the design.

The stamps should be produced in the
horlgontnl format for the 1.1/25, 3.1/25,
5.1/259 65, V- 5/*- donardr/.-tlon and for
the 1/25,■ 35, 4.1/25, 1/55, ?/-, 3A’and
£1 donoMnatiozw in the vertical format,
and in ahoets of 60 sot.

.Qunntitieh

cP-105-

The following quantities arc required by
the Full&anfi Islandc and the Cwwn Agents

bureau >-
V;Han. Uorritorsf. Or&v;z> /s^ci

X/2«. 106,000 480,060 580,000
1.1/23. 2v0 120,00*0 320,000
2d. 250,000 120,000 370,000
3fl. 30,000 120,C0w 150,000
3.1/23. 15,000 120,000 135,000
4.1/2d. 20,000 90 ,000 110,000
5.1/23. 10,000 90,000 100,000

/oonta....

C A.L 64

AMOUNT



THIS FORM TO BE RETURNED TO CROWN AGENTS

FALK IS 6/35670/1

to Messrs. Harrison <1 Sons Ltd
ITEM
N(X QUANTITY

CD. 104.

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

Value« Territory. Crown Agents Total o
Bureau.

■63. 110,000 90,000 200,000
1/- 45,000 90,000 135,000 |i
,l/6d. 15,000 60,000 75,000 ■
2/- 30,000 60,000 90,000
3/- 15,000 60,000 75,000 i

5/- 15,000 30,000 45,000

£1 5,000 30,000 35,000
«i

Future Reprints:-
i

Please submit a schedule of rates for the
reprinting of the following quantities at any

ione time. These rates should be those ruling
as at 1st January 1965 and are subject to
increase only in accordance with the Crown
Agents Price Variation Clause (Security Printing:)

i
5,000 - 10,000 - 20,000, - 50,000
100,000 - 250,000 - 500,000.

Numbering, Interleaving and Parcelling:-

The sheets of stamps, except those required
by the Crown Agents Stamp Bureau, are to be
[numbered 001 up each Duty, interleaved with
waxed paper and parcelled in sheets of 500*3.

* ;i
Paper:-

The stamps are to be printed on Crown
Agents Block watermarked paper.

Please indicate the quantity and size
required by you and submit a plan showing the
direction of grain watermark and greater
stretch.

'.Coats:-

Please quote separate firm
iprices for:-

Printing Material.■
Stamps expressed at a I'ate

Numbering.

interleaving.

Pack and Delivery F.O.B.

3/<7 JC&SLtd (118S1)

current day

per 1000 stamps J

/contd



THIS FORM TO BE RETURNED TO CROWN AGENTS

IS 6/35670/1

arrison & Sons Ltd.
I
I RATE

I

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

ji

Delivery:

Progressive sheets

If this contract is awarded to you,
progressive sheets for each denomination are
to be supplied in respect of this issue and
should be passed to the Crown Agents Resident
Security Officer for retention until required
by the Crown Agents Publicity Section®

Delivery will be required in the middle
of 19^8, and bearing this in mind please
submit a delivery schedule for:-

(a) Submission of stamp size bromides and
artwork from receipt of a firm order®

(b) Submission of colour proofs and artwork
from receipt of approved stamp size bromides

(c) Stamps ready for despatch from receipt
of approved colour proofs®

The stamps ordered for the Crown Agents
Stamp Bureau are to be delivered to the
Bureau at -St® Nicholas House* St. Nicholas
Road, Sutton, Surrey* by the date that supplies:!
are despatched to the territory.

Proofs and specimens

Twelve stamp size bromides of each value
and subsequently colour proofs in quadruplicate
aro to be submitted to the Crown Agents,
together with the artwork, for approval before
printing is commenced. !

li ;
1200 additional stamps of each duty are to

be provided free of charge for use by the ■;
Crown Agents®

The Crown Agents Security Printing
Regulations will apply°

li '
Notes to FIRM continued----------------------------------- u J|

A quantity of'300 stamps for each denomination may oe
produced at no extra cost for your puolicity purposes.
Application for these should be made at the appropriate ]j
time to the Crown Agents Resident Security Officer.

•< ■ f ' 1 jj
i !l

| 13/67 JCASLtd (12852) ; |





& i?

Schedule of prices for future reprints
Rates as at January 1st, 1965._________

Three colours, i.e. 4'^« and 2/- duties

20,000 stamps 102/3 per 1,000 stamps
50,000 it @ 44/- 1! 11 it

100,000 11 @ 26/9 It II it

250,000 11 @ 15/2 It ft it

500,000 11 @ 11/4 II 11 it

Four colours, i.e. -gd., Ijbd., 2d., }d., 3^d.
5^d., 6d., l/~, 1/&7 >/-, 5/- and £1 duties

20,000 stamps 140/11 per 1,000 stamps
50,000 it 60/- n rt 11

100,000 it @ 55/5 tt 11 it

250,000 11 @ 19/5 n it it

500,000 tt @ 14/4 t! H tt

A quantity of 5001 stamps of each denomination in original
sheets to be supplied for our publicity and record purposes
on completion of contract. These specimens will be produced
at no extra charge.

Crown Agents



ADVICE OF AMENDMENT ORDER PLACED
No

FALX.IS. 6/35670/1
tors to be addressed to the CROWN AGENTS this reference being quoted

THE CROWN AGENTS
(or Oversea Governments and Administrations.

■ 4, MILLBANK, LONDON. S.W.1.
Authyatg.Col.Sec.
Ltr.0283/4 o£
11•6•66

A/c 249000

Dept.col • S ecretary
4//.XLA

Telegrams ‘‘Crown, London-S.W.1
Telephone Abbey 7730
Telex No. 24209

Messrs.Harrison & Sons Ltd.
7 Cavendish Square?

LONDON. W.1.

Date.December196 7.-Dear Sirs

Yours faithfully

for the Crown Agents

rate of £10,134.9»9d

VZe note that the new perforating block for the definitive issue
ordered under the above reference will be produced for stamps in a size of
1.574 inches x .945 inches at a cost of £160.0.Od, and confirm therefore
acceptance of the order at the revised total

Copy for:-

.0.19.

Special notes to Principal:— Telegram of 22nd
December 1967 refers.

MGJli/DO/SU.
JC&SLtd. (12629)

The Colonial Secretary,
Port Stanley,

FALKLAND ISLANDS



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

To

LTF CROWN LONDON SW1 HOA/c

P1677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STANLEY 20.1.68

No 17 Definitive Stamp Issue stop Your H2/FALK/IS 6/35570
stop Bromides approved but have following points stop

Threepenny halfpenny and fivepenny halfpenny have
Queens head growing out of background vis neck intersected by
line stop In all other denominations head is freestanding
stop If possible would like all heads freestanding stop

Check latin names fiveponny halfpenny and three shilling
versions on artwork covei» differ from prints thus sagitta
against sagittata and recurva against recur^ata stop

Two shilling stop Position of word quote Fachine
unquote unsatisfactory prefer as placed on threepenny

Secretary

Time



028J/K

22nd January

Dear Sirs,
OfO

Thank you for your letter Hl/Falk.Is. 6/35670 of
28th December 1%7. I have already replied, by telegram.
We think the Bromid.es are excellent but as already indicated.
we are not very happy about the Queen* s head, sprouting out of
the ground on the ijd. and. roughs. If the backgrounds
can be shaded to make this less obvious it will be appreciated.

The Latin names on the 52& and 3/- issues may need
checking. You will see from the enclosed artwork that the
names on the covers differ from those on the talc: overlaying
the drawing:

3/- - Recurva against Recurvata
5^d - Sagitta against Sagittata.

The 2/- stamp has the word "Fachine” in an uncomfortable
position. Perhaps a positioning on the lines of the 3d or
2i4d would be preferable.

Once again, very many thanks for your help.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

Grown Agent*’ H. Division,
gt, Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road,
Sutton,
SURREY, ENGLAND.

Bromid.es


Decode.
TELEGRAM.

FromQt.9™.. .SW1

To Colonial Secretary,Stanley 

Time : 12xi19 68Despatched:

19 68 Time : 1515Received:

23 rd January

23rd January

Following for Thompson grateful for
approval Bromides definitive stamps, despatched
28th December and return artwork

Crown

P/L : AA



FALKLAND ISLANDS

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843
SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STANL1SY 24.1.68

To
LTF CROWN LONDON SW1 HQA/c

- <77
IIo 22 Stamps stop Yourtel^rd January coe mytel^gpth
January stop Artwork' po sted

Time

/kA

Thompson
Colonial Secretary



CROWN AGENTS

H2 / 1010/20/490
for Oversea Governments and Administrations,

All letters to be addressed to the CROWN AGENTS this reference being quoted IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents' H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 0I-643 3311

16th January 1968

Dear Sir

We would like a release date for the Falkland Islands new definitive
issue of Postage Stamps, if this has yet been decided.

This information will be published in our monthly Stamp Bulletin
as soon as the Commonwealth Office confirm that this information may be published.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents

The ColonialSecretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Wdo/su

$.228



CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS.

Sender’s name and address: ------------ ....... - - —•

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE.

SUTTON, SURREY,

ENGLAND.

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY
ENCLOSURE; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

The 'APSLEY’ Air Letter

A John Dickinson Product

Form approved by Postmaster General No.—71995/lZ

■ —Second fold here ——>
 

AEROGRAMME

 .

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Stanley,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

  



H3/

ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

h-)A.

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

‘ I I'i

-St>L -2S zv cv <* c= r f ' t(■■ >

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON, SURREY.



Ko 42 Your H2/1O1O/2O/49O stop Stamps stop To enable

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH S E RVICE

97
P2538 P4776/32/4013SI 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Nu^>r Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STAHLEY 2<c3
To

LTF CROWN LONDON 3171 HOA/C

decision when do you estpect stamps be available

Time

Secretary

2S. '2.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Crown, Surrey

7^ Colonial Secretary, Stanley

Despatched. 16th February 19 68 Time: 1355

Received: 16th February 19 68 Time: 1145

Following for Thompson your telegram lUth
February impossible to forecast^at-this stage
e^act delivery date definitive stamps. Estimate
stamps may be available in UK mid-end July
subject to prompt approval colour proofs

Crown Sutton

P/L : AA
Intld. H.L.B.
Copy to SPT



qq



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R, Ward 843

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STANLEY 27*2*68

No 55 Ixuman .lights Gtaap;.: otop To enable ug plan
phasing gr&tcful know approximate date for deliver

4 >eej?o tapy

Copy to 0283/K^
Time



0283/K

5th March, 66.

Dear Sirs,
Subject to delivery in time we would like to

release the new definitive issue of postage stamps
on the 9th of October, 1966.

Do you intend to produce first Day Covere for
the issue? If so, it is suggested that they be limited
to the lower \.'.,lucs: say £d to 1/- inclusive - j5/2^*d.
■Droerienco seems to shot/ the lower values ■ s the best
money raisers.

Your*:; faithfully,

Crown Agents’,
H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road,
DUTTON,
Surrexx

(W. H. THOMPSON)
COLON11 b c KCRETAisY

Copy to: SPT
Postmaster.





Sender's name and address:

(f N *7 7 # /Y 7
j /v? >[

WZ o (['
! J7 j c/.L S t/ 7 S 77 H’7 /v//M IT

(/J 4/U ' '“V

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT -CONTAIN ANY
ENCLOSURE ; IF IT* DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

SECOND FOLD HERE

H/ S L- 4 4 F 4 / I: C. ' 6 6 /£ a/ £■ z< , f J 
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0285/K

22nd March

Dear Mr. Wood,

I am replying on behalf of His Excellency the Governor to your
letter of the 11th March.

We are delighted that you think so well of our stamps and I can
assure you that w are doing all we can to keep our quality as high
as modern production standards allow. The Crown Agents who advise us
are also very conscious of the need for quality and integrity.

Oux* next stamps (4 in the set) will commemorate this Human Rights
Yeai; followed, in about October/November by our new and, we think,
very beautiful new definitive issue depicting our little known Falkland
Islands flowers. The stamps will not be brightly hued like so many
tropical issues but muted and calm as are the colours of the Islands.

In I960 our air service short set of three will appear, and, then,
we hope, in ewfljr 1969, to have a Commemorative issue for the centenary
of the diocese. Unfortunately there are some slight difficulties about
this but I have every hope they will be overcome.

Thank you very much indeed for your interest.

Yours faithfully

(sgd) Thompson

COLONIAL SECRETARY

Mr. C. H. Wood,
21, Winchelsea Street,
Dover,
KENT..
England.



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H2/1O1O/2O/U9O

No: 261786

27th February 1968

Dear Sir 
> We do not appear to have received a reply to our
letter of the 16th January 1968 in which we requested

Telegrams: "Crown, Sutton"
Telephone: London MELville 3311
Telex

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents' H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

a release date for your new definitive issue of postage
stamps. We would like to publicise this issue in our
Stamp Bulletin if you will provide a release date.

Yours faithfully,

r _I
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

48

S222A cal 65 JGW/SU/JB



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Hl/FALK IS 6/35670

Telegrams: ‘‘Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: London MELville 3311
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents’ H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

20th March, 1968.

Dear Sir,

We thank you for your
and are pleased to inform you
approved the designs for your

■
letter No. 0283/11 of 5th March
that Her Majesty the Queen has
propdsed~new'definitive issue’

Messrs, Harrison & Sons Ltd. are now proceeding with
the production of colour proofs and a copy will he forwarded
to you as soon as it becomes available.

r “1
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

CAL 65 MGJW/PS



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

H2/1010/20/U90

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: London MELville 3311
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents’ H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

26th March 1968.

no. 0205/K elated 5th March

Dear Sir,

Thank you
1968, from which
postage stamps will be released on 9th October 1968.

for your letter
we note that your new definitive issue of

We did not intend to produce First Day Covers for this
issue even comprising the lower values, as in our experience.
short set First Day Covers do not sell well and complete set7
Covers of definitive issues are too expensive. We recommend

I that the issue of First Day Covers be restricted to commemmora-
I tive sets only and then dependent on there being sufficient
< time.

We agree that First Day Covers sell well if the total
price is kept below 7/6d. to the collector and for this the
value of the stamps must be below 5/-•

In the circumstances we do not propose to commission a
First Day Cover design for the lower values of the definitive
issue unless we receive your definite instructions to do so.

Yours faithfully,

F “1
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

c K -1
CAL 65 JCIW/JC

f



You may remember that in February
last year you very kindly sent me the enclosed
colour photo graph showing a Pale Kai den.

The designs for the new definitive
issue of postage stamps have been agreed and
I would now like to return your photograph.
It gives a very good idea of the type of
country in which the Pale Maiden may be found
growing.

My wife and I very much hope that
we shall be seeing you in Stanley at the time
of the S.O.A. meeting in July.

A
Mrs C. Bertrand,
Cqrcassl aland.



0283/ft

/6?
30th April, 68.

Dear Mr. Wood, (O^

On looking back over my files I see that in my letter of
the 22nd. March I gave you some false information.

My last paragraph seems to have been dictated, in rather a
hurry. In fact, our short set of stamps to commemorate the 21st
anniversary of the air service will come out in early 1969 and., all
being well, the issue for the centenary of the diocese later in 1969.

Yours sincerely,

C.M. Wood, Esq..,
21 Winchelsea Street,
Dover,
Kent.

(V’.II. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

SC



283K

30th April,

ioS

68.

Dear Sirs

Thank you for your letter reference H2/1010/20/490 of the
26th March, 1968.

This is to confirm that we do not require First Day Covers
for the new definitive issue to be released on the 9th October, 1968•

We have not discussed First Day Covers for the Human Rights
issue in July, and this is to make it clear that we do not propose to
ask for any.

Yours faithfully.

Islands Government Air Service commemorative
beginning of next year may, however, warrant

The Falkland
issue scheduled for the
Covers and you might care to comment on this

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

The Crown Agents for
Oversea Governments and Administrations,
H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road,
Sutton,
Surrey.

SC

jue> S. T .



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From ..Grown.. Sutton

To

Despatched .

Colonial Secretary Stanley

Time . 190515th May 19 68

Deceived : 15th May 19 68 Time : 1445

Following for Thompson reference definitive stamps.
Grateful early telegraphic approval colour proofs
and return artwork to enable printers to proceed

P/L : AA

Grown Sutton

ioq

9*; ’ lb.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin

SENT

Words

STANLEY

Handed in at Date

16.5.68
To

LTP CROWN SUTTON
IIOA

Mo 112 Definitive stamps proofs not yet received
stop Expected next week stop Will reply soonest

Thompson



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

S H1/FALK IS 6/35670

Telegrams: "Crown, Sutton"
Telephone: 01-643 33 11
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,
SUTTON,

SURREY.

1 8th April, 1 968.

Dear Sir,

With reference to the proposed new definitive issue of
postage stamps to be released on 9th October, we now enclose
artwork and one colour proof of the id. value.

Would you please advise us as soon as possible whether £hey

frre approved and return the artwork by registered airmail.

Yours faithfully, 

for the Crown Agents.

F 1
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

L ’ _J
JG

os 56A CAL 68



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

S HI/FALK IS 6/35670.

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents' H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

22nd April, 1968.

Dear Sir,

With reference to your proposed definitive issue
of postage stamps, we have pleasure in enclosing artwork and
colour proofs of the l|d., 3d. and 5|d. values.

We shall be glad if you will be good enough to
advise us by return telegram whether thistproofs meet$ with your
approval and return the artwork by registered airmail thereafter.

Yours faithfully, 

for the Crown Agents.

r 1
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

L -J
3TG-

OS 56A CAl 68



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

S H1/FALK IS 6/35370

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to :-

Crown Agents' H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

23rd April j 1 968

Dear Sir,

Further to our letter dated 22nd April in connection
with the proposed new definitive issue of postage stamps, we
are now enclosing the artwork and one colour proof of the 1/6d
value.

Would you please advise by telegram whether these are
approved, and return the artwork by registered airmail.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS it

5 H1/PALK IS 6//3567O
Telegrams: ‘‘Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 33 11
Telex No: 261786

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents’ H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

2nd May, 1968.

Dear Sir,

With reference to our previous correspondence in connection
with your proposed definitive issue of postage stamps, we take
pleasure in enclosing artwork and colour proof of the 2d. value.
We feel that the colours have been well matched, but, the overall
effect is too heavy and we understand from the printers that this
can be improved at the printing stage.

We shall be glad if you will please advise us by return
telegram whether this proof meets with your approval and return the
artwork by registered airmail thereafter.

We have not as yet received your comments regarding the
colour proofs of the 4d, lid, Jd. and 5^d values forwarded to you
on 18th and 22nd April respectively but, trust that we shall be
advised shortly whether they are satisfactory so as to enable the
printers to proceed with the production of these stamps.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

r n
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

OS 56A CAL 68



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS Ub

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

H1/FALKLAND IS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

IMPORTANT
Please reply to :-

Crown Agents’ H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

3rd May, 1968,

Dear Sir,

Further to our letter of 2nd May in connection with your
proposed definitive issue of postage stamps, we have pleasure
in enclosing artwork and colour proofs for the I/-, 2/-, 3/-,
and £1 . values for your approval. We consider that these
proofs are a fair reproduction of the designs with the
exception of the 3/- value in which case it would appear
that the flower petals are too lilac and should be lightened
to match the artwork.

We shall be grateful if you will please let us have your
comments by return telegram and return the artwork by
registered airmail as soon as possible.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

L_

os 56A CAL 68

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl Is.
Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: 01-222 7730
Telex No. 24209

IMPORTANT
Please reply to

Crown Agents' H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,

St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.
Telephone 01-643 3311

Bear Sir,

With reference to the above stamp issue, we now
enclose the artwork and one colour proof of each^denominations
for your consideration.

Please advise us as soon as possible whether the proofs
are approved and return the artwork immediately by registered
airmail.

Tours faithfully,

for Crown Agents.

Ceof e (5^ cC f

SU/IMW/11/D (RpAzk ,

OS 103 CAL 67



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS
"•■'FOR'. OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Hl /> Falkland Is. 6/35670/1

Telegrams: “Crown, London-S.W.I”
Telephone: 0I-222 7730
Telex No. 24209

4, MILLBANK,
LONDON, S.W. I.

9th May, 1968

Bear Sir

New Definitive Postage stamps

With reference to the above stamp issue, we now
enclose the artwork and one colour proof of the 3J<1 and

6d Values for your consideration.

Please advise us as soon as possible whether the proofs
are approved and return the artwork immediately by registered
airmail.

Tours faithfully,

for Crown Agents.

Rrhe Colonial Secretary,
Office of the Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
FALKLAND IS.

su/imw/ii/b [_

OS 103 CAL 67
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GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

To

PJ677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

STAIOET 27.5.68

LTT CROWL SUWh HOJ/C

Mo 117 Infinitive stamps stop Proofs approved with following

exceptions sttr; IV/openry agree effect too heavy background is

slightly too bright r-atoh vdth artwork stc-o Three shilling

agree too lilac when Lightening take care outlining petal edges

does not, became too obtrusive stop Siixpenny berries appear

require softening refer artwork for ideal effect stop One and

sixpenny background colours too bright and too pink closer

matching with artwork desirable stop Two shillinr: desirable

soften yollou flower to conform artwork

Secretary

M

Time 

d\ —



0283/K

v

27th May 68

Dear Sirs,

Ilf" // /
This letter is in reply to, and spans the range of, your Jitters

Hl/Falk Is 6/35670 from the 18th April to the 9th May 1963. It also
confirms my telegram dated 27th May.
1A ’ "

Generally the proofs are very pleasing and the exceptions noted
in my telegram, and restated below, are the only ones of note.

2d stamp. It is agreed that the overall effect
is too heavy. The background is
also slightly too bright. A soften
ing to match the artwork seems to
be required.

6d stamp. The berries are a shade too bright.
The artwork is much nearer the
truth.

1/6d stamp,. This is the least successful repro
duction. The florets have been
submerged and do not compare well
with the artist’s drawing. The
background colours are also too
bright and too pink.

2/- stamp. The flower is slightly toobrightly
yellow.

3/~ stamp. As you say, this is too lilac. The
petal edges are rather dark and if
any lightening is attempted these
should be toned down accordingly.

All art work is being returned to you by airmail.

We are extremely appreciative of all the work you have done
for us in connexion with this issue and ask you to accept the
responsibility for acceptance of the final proofs. Our southern
winter mail services are subject to long delays and, if the release
date is to be met, it would not be safe to ask us to approve the
final proofs.

—
Yours faithfully,

(W. H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments
H. Division,
St. Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road,
SUTTON
Surrey,
England.

and Administrations,

FA



121.

May 1968

I/S
Many thanks for your letter of 10th May and for so kindly

thinking of writing to us about the Rank Organisation film in
which some of the new Falkland Islands definitive set of stamps
appear in colour.

It is splendid that the Falkland Islands and your stamps
are receiving this publiciiy and we shall try to arrange for a
copy of the film to come out here.

You may be interested to know that this week the artwork
prepared by you is on display for two days in the lobby of the
Secretariat in Stanley, together with the proofs which came from
Harrisons in the last mail. Great interest is being taken both
in the artwork and in the new stanps.

We have sent a telegram to the Crown Agents making minor
suggestions regarding the proofs; in every case we have asked that
they try to soften the colours somewhat in order to bring the
finished product more in line with the artwork, the colours in
which as you know we think admirable.

You might be interested to know that Dr David Moore’s report,
"The Vascular Flora of the Falkland Islands” is due to be published
in June by the British Antarctic Survey. You will remember that
it was Dr Moore who went to such trouble vetting the scientific
details for the new stanp issue.

Mrs M. Goaroan,
22 St Georges Road,
St Margarets,
Twickenham,
Middx



St. Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road, SUTTON, Surrey.

Telephone 01-643 3311

13th February, 1968.

Dear Sir Cosmo,

Please find enclosed amended bromides of

the 3id, 5^d and 2/-d values of the new definitive issue

which we hope you will feel able to approve.

Sir Cosmo Haskard,



0037/?/IV

4th June, 63.

Dear Central Office of Information,

V.e have just heard, that the Rani: Organisation have been making
a film about the production of postage stamps and that the preparation
of the new Falkland Islands definitive set of stamps makes up a
considerable part of this film. T’e are wondering how to go about
getting hold of a copy and it lias occurred to us that you night be
acquiring the film on behalf of the Foreign Office and Commonwealth
Office. I am afraid I cannot tell you the name of the film but I
know that much of it was shot at the Crown Agents Stamp Division.

Do you think you can help us?

Yours sincerely,

( , .H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL 3 -CJCTAHr.

Central Office of Information,
Hercules Road,
‘estiainstcr Bridge Hoad,
London, S.E.l,

SC

r.c. His Excellency the Governor.

om



.E FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

12V

H2/1020/20/321

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 331 1
Telex No: 261786

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H.Department

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,
SUTTON,

SURREY.

2Uth May, 1968

Dear Sir,
\C^hank you for your letter 0283/k of 30th April, 1968,

from which we note that First Day Covers are not required
for your new definitive issue, nor your Human Rights issue
of postage stamps.

We agree that you should have First Day Covers for your
Falkland Islands Government Air Service commemorative issue
and with this in mind, we have commissioned an artist to
prepare a design. This will he forwarded to you for consid
eration as soon as it is received. In the meantime, we will
be pleased to know the quantity or covers you require for
local sale.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

iqC.

am

A CAL 68

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

JGW/SUXFVW
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THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

$ ^ll/FALK IS 6/35670

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

1 2 4 JUL 1968

crown agents
'x <$OR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Department,
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON.
SURREY.

21ith June, 1968.

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your letter of 27th May in connection
with your new definitive postage stamps. Your comments
have been duly referred to Messrs. Harrison & Sons Ltd.,
who have already commenced the production of this issue.
Running proofs of the values approved subject to certain
amendments will be despatched to you as soon as they
become available.

Vile shall be grateful if you will say whether
more than one proof of each of the l/“, 2/-, 3/- and £1
values were enclosed in our letter of 3rd May. This
information is required in order to enable us to balance
this issue in due course.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

r n
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

4^°

OS56ACAL68 MGJW/MFR



0283/1:

26th June, 68,

Dear Mr. V ood,
>2^ .

Thank you for your letter of the 22nd May.
your points in the order written by you.

I shall deal with

Firstly concerning first day covers for the Human Rights issue.
7’c are not having a Crown Agents issue of F.D.Cs for this but we have
produced locally a set of covers to meet with the local demand. They work
out at 8d. per cover plus 3/8d. for the set of stamps: that is 4/4d. each.
I have asked our post office to hold 30 of these covers for you in my name.
If you would like them, please send mo Hie necessary cash plus one shilling
for overall postage, and I will send them on to you. If you do not require
them please let me know so that they may be released to some other purchaser.

You are light in expecting our Air Service stamps to come out on the
21st anniversary in 1969. I have the artist’s designs in front of me at this
very moment and they are quite attractive.

The 14 values of the new definitive issue will bo as follows: -

s4. “ Dusty Miller. Ipd. — Pig Vine. 2d. — Pale Maiden.
3d. - Dog Orchid. jAa. - Sea Cabbage. 4^-d. OB Vanilla Daisy.
5K - Arrowleaf Marigold. 6d. - Diddle Dee. I/—. Scurvy Grass.
1/64. Priddy Burr. 2/-. - Fachine. 3/-. Lavender.
5/-. Felton’s Flower £1. Yellow Orchid

There will be no F.D.Cs. for this issue as an envelope carrying /
14 stamps will prove far too expensive to make printing worth while.

’ e have not yet had final authority for an issue of stamps to
celebrate the centenary of the diocese but we have no reason to expect
that it will be refused. An issue of F.D.Cs. 'Till almost certainly be
made for this issue. The F.D.Cs for both the Air Service issue and the
Centenary of the diocese will be made by the Crown Agents.

I am glad you are in t ouch with Hr. Haddocks of Fox Ray who is
well placed to tell you quite a lot about these Islands and I an sure you
ha^e a very interesting correspondence rath him.

C.M. -food, Esq.,



- 2 -

I am sending you by sea mail a copy of a booklet entitled "Life in
the Falkland Islands" and also a rather battered copy of the Falkland
Islands Journal for 1968 (all the better ones have been s old) which
contains an article on the coat of arms. I hope you will enjoy them.

Thank you very much for your offer of a piece of the white cliffs
of Dover for our museum and if you would like to send me. a small lump
thereof we shall be delighted to have it.

, Yours sincerely,

(17.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL S^CRITARY.

Copy of "Life m the Falkland Islands" and copy of the 1968 Journal sent
by s ea.



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS. CROWN AGENTS

Hl/FALK IS 6/35670

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 33 11
Telex No: 261786

GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

TH’ Department,

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,
SUTTON,

SURREY.

3rd July, 1968

Dear Sir

With reference to

We trust that you will find

sent to you as

for the CROWN AGENTS

proofs
■become

value, for
this stamp

of the other values will be
available.

Running
soon as they

Yours faithfully,

our previous correspondence in connection
with your new definitive postage stamps issue, we take pleasure
in enclosing herewith a running proof of the 6d.
record purposes.
satisfactory.

r n
The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS,

L_ _J
OS 56A CAL 68



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Hl/FALKLAND IS 6/35670

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Department,
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,

SURREY.

9th July, 1968.

Dear Sir,
' "S I

Further to our letter of 3rd July in connection
with your issue of new definitive postage stamps, we are
pleased to enclose herewith a running proof of the 2d,
2/- and 3/- value for record purposes. \7e trust that they
meet with your approval.

A running proof of the remaining value will be
sent to you as soon as it is available.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

The Colonial Treasurer,
Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

« >34

OS 56A CAL 68 MW/MFR



0283

25th July, 68

Dear Sim,

Thank you for your letter* 13/PALK IS 6/35670 of the 24th
June, 1968*

As requested I state that two proofs of each of the one
shilling, two shillings, 3 shillings and one pound values of our now
definitive postage stamps were enclosed in your letter of the* 3rd Hay,

Yours faithfully,

( .!;• TKOmOK)
coLomi s-cr-^art

Crown "gents
for Oversea Governments and Administrations,
•H* Department,
St, Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey,

SC c,c. S, P. and T,



0283

25th July, 68.

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for your letter Hl/FALK IS 6/35^70 of the 3rd
July, 1968. —'

The proof of the 6d. new definitive stamp is satisfactory.

As previously pointed out, our mail schedules for the next
few months are so poor we leave final acceptances in your hands
otherwise delay will undoubtedly upset our arrangements for release.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. TH0I.TS0N)
COLONIAL SECRTTAHY,

Orovm Agents for
Oversea Governments and Administrations,

Department,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey.

SC

c.c. S. P. and T



0283

25th July, 68

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for yourjletter HL/FALWND IS 6/35670 of the 9th July, 1968

The running proofs of the 2d. 2/- and 3/~ value of our new definitive
issue are approved.

Yours faithfully,

(?.r.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SSCRETAjRY

The Crown Agents for
Oversea G-ovemments and Administrations,
’H’ Department,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey.

SC

? u. Q

C.C. S.P. and T



0283/K

6th August, 68.

Dear Sirs,

Colour Slides used, in preparation of new definitive
stamp issue,,

On the 9th March and the 2nd June, 1%7, I sent you colour slides
of Falkland Islands flowers*

Is it possible to get these back sometime?

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SFCRETAIg

The Crow Agents for
Oversea Governments and Administrations,
,Ht Department,
St. Nicholas House,
St. Nicholas Road,
Surbiton,
Surrey.

SC

I4P. . Lg .



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Hl/FALKLAND IS. 6/35670

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

1HT Department

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,
SURREY.

23rd July, 1968

Dear Sir,

With reference to our previous correspondence concerning
your issue of new definitive postage stamps, we take pleasure
in enclosing herewith the running proof of the Is. 6d. value
for record purposes, and trust that it will meet with your
approval.

We should like to refer to the last paragraph of our
vj/i letter of 2Uth June and would appreciate being advised as
x soon as possible whether more than one proof of each of the

( Is., 2s., 3s. and £1 were enclosed in our letter of 3rd May*

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents

The Colonial •Treasurer',
Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS

OS 56A CAL 68
MGJW/SU/ER
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0233/k /-w /•

12th August,

Dear Mr Wood, 10^3I O'7
Thank you very much for your letter of the 26th July and I am

enclosing your First Day Covers.

68

It is awfully good of you to offer stamps on loan but it would
be a very dangerous thing to do as more than once mails via South
America have boon pillaged.

Quite a lot of people like our Human Rights issue but some do not.
Those who like them praise them for their simplicity of design and bright
colours which are a change, but only a temporary change, for the Fall-eland
Islands. I lmo?z that when you see our new definitive issue you will be
delimited. They are beautiful.

C.H. Wood, Esc.,
21 ’/‘inchdsea Street,
Dover, Kent,
England.

Yours sinoerdly.

tar.

( <H. THOMPSON)
CO LONIAL SECRETARY



ADVICE COPYS

a/c for credit of

a/cthe 
in respect of charges due to the Stamp and Note
Control Branch

£_^^_OEEICL

Certified that the undermentioned sum h-as ._fch• ft decir

DEBITed to the FALKLAND IS

Date St- AugUSt, 1968

contractor Messrs* Harrisons & Sons Ltd»Date of invoice 12»8»68fe

Control of
Control of
Control of 1,560,000

Currency Notes 1/-
Postal Orders @ 1/-
Stamps @ 4d

per 1000
per 1000
per 1000 £26 »** • -*♦

Reqn 
Authy^T&^L-.^Ti&vLTRre283/U of 16.6.66.

CD168 CAL67



INVOICE

Shipped by SS./MV.

Date of Invoice Aaguet
Cantractor's Reference No.
55?8/Iaroice. :
If goods have been despatched by post:—
Date of Posting
Post Office of Despatch
G.P.O. Serial No.

(FIRST ADVICE COPY)

e THE CROWN AGENTS
Dr. to Messrs. ^'-rric «& c■-•**& ,
of (full address) ' z U'TIOj

i: :□ 7 e sab v. f 3 u ci t •
Crown Agents’ Reference le, 6/W3/1

zwff0' ■r
Sped ft Account (if any) - 9
Department Cc. .

Item No Quantity DESCRIPTION Price 4 s. d.

To be filled in by Contractor.





1^3
FALKLAND ISLANDS

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

P2538 P4776/32/^^81 500 11/66 R. Ward 843
SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 18.9.68
To

MF
SuTToN

CROV/IT HO a/C

Ko.227 yourei* IU./MLklan(3±slends/6/3567O/l now definitive issae postage

stamps stop Grateful indicatioxi by what ship these were sent

Secretary



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Crown Sutton, London

To Colonial Secretary, Falkland Islands

Despatched: 20th September 19 68 Time: 1430

Deceived: 20th September 19 68 Time 1100

Following for Thompson.

All
Your telegram 19th September new definitive Stamps.

supplies shipped per A.E.S. eta Port Stanley 4th October.

Crown Sutton

PL.-TB Copy: Postmaster

*c . U? ,



23rd September

Dear dirs,

ptamp Issues

To keep the record straight the following is our stamp
programme as decided to date:

April 190 Falkland Islands Government /dr
Service Commemorative Short Set.

October 1969
(approx)

Centenary of Consecration of
Bishop Stirling Short Set.

■arly 1970 Falkland Islands Defence Force
Golden Jubilee Short Set.

Late 1970 Cncuctries and Tourism Short Set.

February 1971 Definitive reprint (or overprint)
to cope with decimalisation of
oar currency.

You have so far been approached on all but the last itc-
Shall we need the Secretary of State’s approval for it?

Another idea we arc keeping -n mind is a short set for*
late 1971 depicting our Mature Reserves and ildlife
Sanctuaries•

Yours faithfully,

(V. JI. THOMSON)
COLONIAL SIC^TAI#

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments Administrations,
8:.fl Department,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
SU&CT

FA

Postmaster and
Copies to: SPT (n.o.o. Pleaoe keep final para in

mind after I have gone)
QQQ 7 / - (Definitive); 0283/N (j'lffAS);
028y?/, (Bishop Stirling)-
0233/0 (1’IDF): 0283/P°(induStrie3).





No. 8/D
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

From:

MEMpRANfiUM
1

$

Postmaster Stanley

2 th. October, 19 68o ' fiO A
r' /J The Colonial Secretarv

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject
•frite-off of Definitive Stamps

Grateful if approval may be given for the write-off of three sets
of the new definitive issue -

1 set for the Post Office records
1 set for presentation to Mrs Napier
1 set for presentation to Dr* Moore.

Postmaster.

/<o



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Hl/FALKLAND IS. 6/35670

Telegrams: "Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 331 1
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

’ H’ Department,

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,
SUTTON,

SURREY.

1st October, 1968.

Dear Sir,

We thank you for your letter No.0283/K of 6th August
and take pleasure in enclosing herewith the colour slides
of Falkland Islands flowers used in preparation of your
new definitive stamp issue.

The delay in replying to your letter is regretted.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents.

MGJW/EB

The Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

os 56A CAL 68



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From . CROWN.SUTTON 

T() COLONIAL SECRETARY, STANLEY

Despatched. 22nd October-, 19 68 Time 1940
Received: 23rd October, 19 68 Time 1015

Your telegram No. 246 of 11th refers sales
Human Rights issue to end September £7131®
First day sales new definitive £24,258.
Estimated total sales new definitive to end
June 69 £35,000

CROWN SUTTON

P/L : AA
COPIES: SPT

0283/K



0283/K

23rd October, 68

Dear Mr# Barnes,
I am returning these slides which you very kindly lent

us for use in preparing our postage stamps.
It was very kind of you to let me have them and they

have certainly helped considerably in the preparation of
what promises to be a very successful issue.

Yours sincerely,

(W. II. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SBCRSTARY

Mr. I. Barnes,
12 Hadley Way,
LONDON N.21.
AA.



BILL OF LADING

CROWN AGENTS Reference S
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

T?
Consignee

Authority

0;
Account

marine insurance fund premium

Port of LoadingOcean Vessel

. , Final, destination (if on-carriage)Port of Discharge

Number and kind of packages; description of goods MeasurementWeight

Reqn

A

Total Freight
ABOVE PARTICULARS DECLARED BY SHIPPER

Number of Packages (in words)

I’/AO-

S.157

Marks and
Numbers

SEP, 1968

OF
GO

& FORWARD!*:
. iMARK HOL.

SHIPPED in apparent good order and condition by THE CROWN AGENTS on board the above named ship the number of pieces and/or packages Merchandise detailed m U
and numbered as above, co be delivered subject to the terms and conditions hereof in like good order and condition unto the above named consignee or his or their assii»ncar*e“
off the above named port of discharge. 8 at or
This Bill of Lading is to have effect subject to the Clauses, Conditions, Exceptions and Liberties of the current form of Bill of Lading now in use by this Line for the above menr
port of loading, which are to be taken as incorporated in and as forming part of this Bill of Lading, and subject also to the provisions of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1974°°e^
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Master or Agent of the said ship hath affirmed to TWO Bills of Lading, both of this tenor and date, one of which being accomplished the oth'«r »
void. co stand

g ! CROWN AGENTS’ SECOND ADVIrc - v
NOT negcoet«'J

Place of issue
CO L ’ D Date of issue

Department

Freight Rate

Insured Value
(C and F + 10%)

£

Cat.

V

Rate

.%

Pr
£

emium
s. d.

w '// 0//° /

£ X
/

%

£. Y %

£ Z %



ADVICE COPY

Date ----- fe—:---------Ail.ixli.ljl?

Certified that the undermentioned sum has this day been
DEBITed to the (-.A.A'IO^ a/c

for credit of

the____C-UU-OEKLCIE________________________ a/c  
in respect of charges due to the Stamp and Note
Control Brancho

CONTRACTOP VfcRAiSoVi f V'CcL- pate of Invoice _ C\.\< <1V_ 1
5

Control of Currency Notes 3 l/«- per 1000
Control of Postal Orders /!/- per 1000
Control of_ ’ Stamps M per 1000 ■'
Reqn., < ; ___L___________

U - • 0
Au thy. ... h A 

EXd , 

CD168 CAL67



INVOICE
’ . % ' (SECOND ADVICE COPY) , J

THE CROWN AGENTS
. ?. r-? t..»on - .• f

Dr. to Messrs.
of (full, address) . ; ' ....

Crown Agents’ Reference U-l / ■ /X / ■ Date of Invoice
,<c. ; ~ Contractor’s Reference No. ...

\ ' jnvo5.cs . o:
Special Account (ff any) If goods have been despatched by post:-
Department X.ncret-ry. Date of Posting

Post Office of Despatch
Shipped by SS./MV. H □ Tob«f<iied in by Contractor. G.P.O. Serial No.

3UPCRINTEN
8TW tWTE CONTROL BRftflOR,

TH? CROWN
Hv

Item No Quantity DESCRIPTION | Price
1 £ s. d.

• ew .Definitive ue of NO O’/. : . ,-l> C . o.-c.. ■■
• az..... ■ ■ •

■ ■ ■ $ 0 dUty *'..10 1 o 71 5
1 ■ ..“ 1/ \ . 13/Sd i ,• 10

>• j 2d " 17/Cc 220 17 U
” . >d. - Jl/X ' 47 5 u .

l,/,0 13 Q
t • 4 ■ . 2'7/yJ ” ( 6 1

- - 5 13 12 5
, ) H ? 2>/10d ■' 142 2 9

'J J . 1 1/- < 33/3a ’ ; " t ■ • /
io 15, 1/6 “ io.yid 1 /
ii r 2 _ h '. •'i? kJ

1 ‘p - ‘r 50/16 ■'
15, co 5/- ///--

14 5,'XO ” a " . 97/6d ; “ 24 x±
15 1x337 iAiecte m-nbered 13/- ' Cieoi; . 9 C. ’ G.

interleaved ■ ” ^6 J
17 .Jngryving 5^ •’ rintinc lates. 67^0 Q
IB opsr* 17- lo 10
19 2 fetal lined uoodcn p..;ckin/; do’c l.iou 15&9

. ■>.10.0 each. 7

7987 3 lOd
- —^.............. — -.. —

Delivered *rth .Cjnt 1..

• /29 • 6. GO ; he Miby jertit that tha
ft.beva; Is OP lekGy I/ __ >UJ1----------

« SOB.



"A.E.S." U.9.68

Reqn. No. 6/35670/1GOVERNMENT of..... FALKLAND ISLAND

No. of Case or
Parcel Description of Contents Number of Number of Stamps

sheets on each sheet

1368

1369

Postage Stamps (Definitive Issue 1968)

Nbd. 0001 - 4167
0001 - 3334
0001 - 1667
0001 - 1834
0001 - 750
0001 - 250
0001 - 84
0001 - 250
0001 - 250
0001 - 250
0001 - 334
0001 - 167
0001 - 500
0001 - 500

4167
3334
1667

1834
750
250
84

250
250
250
334
167
500
500

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Sheets of stamps
waxed paper.

interleaved with

fnntendent.

y 2 3 AUG 1968
/[............................................. .......... 196........
CROWN AGENTS for Oversea Governments and Administrations,

Stamp & Note Control Branch

The%^oVe cases have been forwarded for shipment. Details of the contents have been furnished by the Contractor.

CASE N°-
GROSS WEIGHT NET WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS

VALUE CEtrelTTTOTAn REMARKS
Cwt. Qrs. Lb. Cwt. Qrs. Lb. Inches

1368 1 3 6 1 1 22 30 x 21 x 19
£1,081. •

1369 1 19 3 17 30 x 15 X 13

/ \



S//.P I.S... 6y/.3..£.b7o^/',
CROWN AGENTS n '

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

SHIPPING DEPARTMENT,

Indent No. ..^‘rAyZ.T . OT-gS <J /G . C Q

SURREY.
Dept —..........................

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,

SPECIAL ADVICE
OF THE SHIPMENT OF FRAGILE OR VALUABLE GOODS, ETC.

Arrangements were made for the packages to be carefully handled and stowed at the

me of shipment, and it is suggested that an officer be detailed to meet the vessel on arrival to

tisure that goods also receive careful handling during discharge and delivery.

The undermentioned goods have been shipped by the
* S..v ” which sailed on the / c/L

SI6



0283/K jS )

IZlth November 68

Dear Doctor Moore,

Please accept the enclosed, set of stamps as a
small and grateful acknowledgement of your help in
making the issue possible*

Yours sincerely,

(W. H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY

Dr. David Moore,
Department of Botany,
The University,
Leicester,
ENGLAND

FA



028J/K

l/|th November 68

Dear Hrs Napier,

Please accept the- enclosed set of stamps as c:
grateful acknowledgement of the assistance <;i . . n in
the preparation of the issue, of which they s re *: part,
by Hrs Vallentin’s authoritative publication ’’Flowering
Plants of the •■alnland Islands”♦

Yours sincerely,

Kirs Gladys Napier,
win:?. fOi;:?, INLAND

FA

Hfinofa n£ Pnoiinri The undermentioned postal packet has been registered and posted
LHILdld Ui rUblUlg hcre this day (Ordinary postage____ s---------- d. if parcol)

(W* H* TI . 8(
nni .nrrr r < ■?r‘ij?.'rPA‘ov



Carcass Island
II December 1968

Dear Mr Thompson,

Thank you very much for the
set of stamps, it was a very kind thought and
I am most grateful. They have given me great
pleasure in my old age and I am particularly
interested as I was with my sister when she
collected many of the flowers she painted.

Very good wishes for Christmas
and New Year to yourself and Mrs Thompson

Yours sincerely



{SECOND ADVICE COPY)

THE CROWN AGENTS

Special Account

Price £ d.

Packing and Despatching Falkland Inlands

1,316.1,
22

273

0103

2 3£7

/di

H- 12

Dr. to Messrs.
of {full address)

1
0

17
8

NT,
P & NOTE CONTROL
r L7 r q o. w nj 4. C- £ bi TTL

Sheets numbered 1V* P81* 1,000 sheets.

Sheets interleaved © j6/6d. per 1,000 sheets.

11$ Certified Increase.
Metal lined wooden packing case No: 2980

• @ £3.10.0.

Delivered: 2.12.68

Date of Invoice November 1968.
Contractor's Reference No.
6834/lnvoice: 20 74.

If goods have been despatched by post:—
Date of Posting
Post Office of Despatch
G.P.O. Serial No.

Harrison & Sons Ltd.,
Coates Lane,

 . , r, e High Wvcoabe, Bucks.Crown Agents Reference LJ -1 /
Indent No. Flk._Ts_land s_.,.. 8/51867/1

Item No I Quantity

<?-2'lMOO
1 BRC 3/125/J).

i‘5- H
Shipped by SS. I MV. To be filled in by Contractor.

DESCRIPTION

niify that
order.

Definitive

C/29.11.68.



0283/K iu

1Jth January 69

Dear Sirs,

From publicity material recently issued, for stamps
of Saint Helena it would appear that the head, of the
Queen used, thereon is that reserved, to the Falkland. Islands.

In this respect please see your letter Hl/Falkland
"7^ Islands. 6/35670/1 of the 14th July 1967.

I hope you will be able to assure us that we are
wrong in our belief.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

Copy: Lady HaskardTB

Crown Agents for Oversea
Governments and Administrations

St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,

Surrey,
ENGLAND.



42
STANLEY GIBBONS LIMITED

391 Strand London WC2
Tel. 01-836 9707

25^n November, 1968.

W.H.Thompson, Esq., \
Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands. s'

Dear Sir,
With this letter I am sending you. a copy of the

latest issue of our magazine.
You will be interested to know that we intend to

feature the new Falkland definitive stamps in the New
Year. I have interviewed Sylvia G-oaman (who designed
them) and the Crown Agents have loaned me the original
artwork.

I understand from the Crown Agents that some of
the colour transparencies upon which Mrs Goaman based
her designs came from the Falklands and have now been
returned to you. I really do need these to complete
the pictorial story of how these stamp designs were
created, and I am writing to ask if it is possible for
you to send them to me for purposes of reproduction?
(I am sorry if this means that you would have to ’round
them up’ again).

Mr C.M.Wood, of Dover, Kent, who I understand is
a regular correspondent with your ’Review’ journal,
tells me th&t these transparencies were taken by the
people of the Falklands. Could I have brief biographical
details of these people, possibly with snapshots of
them and their home surroundings, gardens etc? I admit
that I am asking rather much, but it would all help to
make a very interesting and worthwhile feature in our
magazine which has a circulation of 75,000.

I look forward to hearing from you and at the same
time may I wish you the Compliments of the Seasonl

Yours sincerely,

JAMES WATSON
STAMP EDITOR
GIBBONS STAMP MONTHLY

PHILATELISTS AND PUBLISHERS SINCE 1856
Telegrams: PHILATELIC LONDON WC2 Cables: STANGIB LONDON WC2



028J/K

16th January 69

Dear Mr Watson,
Mi,.

Your letter of the 25th November 1968 has only just reached
me and this reply goes out by the first possible mail.

Unfortunately the colour slides of flowers used for our
1968 definitive issue have been dispersed and some of them are
already beyond recall. However, I am sending all I can and I
only hope they will be of use to you.

The slides come from the Governor, Sir Cosmo Haskard,
K.C.M.G., M.B.E., Lady Haskard, myself and Mr Terry Spruce. A
few biographical details are enclosed.

The blaok and white photographs are supplied by Mr John
Leonard. Details are on the back of each picture.

I also enclose a duplicated handout on our Air Service Issue
which we have issued locally.

I am shortly leaving the Falkland Islands and returning to
Britain and it would be helpful if any future correspondence
could be addressed to the Colonial Secretary and not to me by
name. This will avoid any envelope being treated as private
mail with all the delays that follow.

Yours sincerely,

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY

Mr James Watson,
Stamp Editor,
Gibbons Stamp Monthly,
Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
391 Strand,
LONDON, W.C,2.

RRB.



ENCLOSURES

Colour Slides

No. Owner Subject

7. Lady Haskard Scurvy Grass

11. n Sea Cabbage

12. n ft ft

17. n Lavender

18. n ti

18a. n tt

19. ft Dusty Miller

24. Mr W.H. Thompson Diddle Dee

26. tt Yellow Orchid

27. ft Arrowleaf Marigold

3. Mr T.G. Spruce Scurvy Grass

4. tt ft n

21. Prickly Burr with
Vanilla Daisy

it View of Port Stanley

1. Notes on the Falkland. Islands.

1. Stamp news from the Falkland Islands.

RRB.



BIOGRAPHIES

Sir Cosmo Haskard. K.C.M.G.. M.B.E.i ri fa^wqini i urn ■wommu— rm wn /iwm innr. rMflg'g-Ta-nnicn

Governor and Commander in Chief Falkland Islands and Dependencies
since 196^. Also High Commissioner of the British Antarctic Territory.
Age: 52.

V/. H. Thompson, C.B.E.

Colonial Secretary Falkland Islands. Born Worcestershire United
Kingdom 1919♦ Colonial Service Kenya until just before Independence.

T. G. Spruce.

Was born in Liverpool 1941$ came to the Falkland Islands September
1963, works for the Falkland Islands Company Ltd.

RRB.





The University of Reading
dmm/rh

.Dear Mr. Thompson,

Department of Botany
The University
London Road
Reading RG1 5AQ
Telephone: (0734) 85234

Professor V. H. Heywood, Ph.D., D.Sc.

19th December, 1968

I am most grateful to you for sending me a set of the definitive
issue of postage stamps depicting the Islands’ flora. It was a very
kind and much appreciated gesture. Tire designs certainly seem to have
come out well and I think that this issue is well up to standard and
should give rise to much favourable comment.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

D.M. Moore.

Mr. W.H. Thompson,
Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
STANLEY

’Falkland Islands



0283/K

30th January

l<=>5

69.

Dear Sir,

I have come across an old (1929) record of the first
day sales of the George V Whale and Penguin issue. They
may be of interest to you.

They were 106 @ |d
89 © Id
53 © 2d
49 © 2|d
22 © 6d
26 @ 1/-
12 @ 2/6d

3 © 5/-
5 © 10/-
3 © £1

Total value £10. 2s. 8^d..

First day sales of the recent 1968 Human Hights Year
issue (exclusive of Crown Agents Stamp Bureau) amounted to
about £1,400: a considerable difference.

Mr James T/atson, Stamp Editor,
Gibbons Stamp Monthly,
Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
391, Strand,
LONDON, W.C.2.

RRB.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY



THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

H2/101 O/2O/U9O

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 331 1
Telex No: 261786

fU
CROWN AGENTS

FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

’H’ Division,
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,

SURREY.

Dear Sir,

24th January, 1969*

&

a collection of
stamp issue.

Publicity Campaign - Falkland Islands
Definitive Issue
Released 9th October, 1 963*

Enclosed is a folder containing
press cuttings in respect of the above

Whilst this give a good idea of
coverage obtained it represents only a
whole as many cuttings, unfortunately,

the v/orid wide
small part of the
do not reach us.

Specimen stamps together with our special publicity
brochure have been distributed to journalists and magazines
throughout the world.

Publicity leaflets have been distributed at various
philatelic exhibitions which were taking place about this
time. The stamps were also illustrated in the September 1968
issue of the Crown Agents’ Stamp Bulletin.

A separate report is being
Office and this will be forwarded

prepared by our Washington
as soon as possible.

The Colonial Secretary,
Port Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Yours faithfully,

OS 56A CAL 68





S H1/FALK. IS. 6/35670/

14th February , 1 969

4T4E FOLLOWING REFERENCE AND THE
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

your letter 0283/K dated 13th January
Queen used on the Falkland Islands.
issues.

\b\
regarding
and St

Thank you for
the Head of the

Helena definitive

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 33 11
Telex No: 261786

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,
SURREY.

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

’H' Division,

Dear Sir

We can~assure you that the master copy of the Head
approved by you _has~H5een used only on the Falkland Islands’ issue.
A second master copy showing’“a~slightly modified"“ver'sloh Twas"
subsequently produced by G-oaman for the litho process used for
St. Helena. However, both the Heads are in the same style and
do resemble each other but, in fact, are different creations by
the same artist. This is apparent from the much reduced
detail in the St. Helena portrait compared with that used by you.
We understand he is still developing this form of reproduction
and is now working on Heads Nos. 3 and 4-

On examining our papers with particular regard
to the decision to use the G-oaman Head, it does appear that there
was some misunderstanding at the time. G-oaman has told us
that he was not aware that the sole right to use the Head was
being purchased, this being confirmed by the fact that, when
invoicing us, this item is shown as ’’Profile Portrait use.. .£50"
(the underlining being ours). In fact, the only reference to
the sole use of the portrait is in our letter of 14th July, 1967»
It is true to say that we would not expect to purchase the right
to the exclusive use of such a portrait for as little as £50 and,
in our opinion, it would be most unfair to the artist if we were
to attempt to enforce this restriction without increasing the fee.

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

/Contd

OS 56A CAL 68



To:- The Colonial Secretary Page 2

\le would suggest that a more realistic sum in the circumstances
would be £5009 which would leave a balance of 5U50 due to
Goaman. Alternatively, in the circumstances you might prefer
to forgo the sole rights allowing the Head to be used by other

' territories, on which occasions Goaman would receive a royalty.

We very much regret that this situation has
arisen, apparently due to misunderstanding and would ask you to
accept our apologies for any inconvenience you have been caused.
No doubt you will let us know your wishes in due course.

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents

A M
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12th March, 69.

Dear Sirs, /

Thank you for your letter SH1/FALK. IS. 6/55670/1 of the
14th February, 1969.

We too are sorry for the misunderstanding over the situation.

<7e have decided to forego the sole rights for the G-oaman Head.
£500 is rather a lot of money.

Yours faithfully,

( JI. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECR^TAHY

Crovrn Agents for Oversea Governments
and Administrations,
•H’ Division,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey.

SC 

c.c. S. P. and T,



B/L No.

Shlppw

AuthorityConsignee

Account

MARINE INSUANCEFUHD PREMIUM
Department

Rat*Cat. Premium

Vc

w£

£

Port of Loading MOcean Vessel £

Final destination (If on-carriage) z'lPort of Discharge £
FreightFreigt MMeasurementGross WeightNumber and kind of packages: description of goods

Reqn.

13CfA

Total rr
2ABOVE PARTICULARS DECLARED BY SHIPPER

Number of Packages (in words)

Place of issue

Date of issue

Reference

Marks and
Numbers

Insured Value
(C and F + 10%)

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

, , , .Mn rh* number of pieces and/or packages Merchandise detailed, markedSHIPPED In wppr.nc send ord., .nd eondkion by ™E JKOCNN AGENTS jnbo.rd ch. d^ onditi0„ >bo„e nam.d „ hi, Qr „

Clause., Condiclpn, E,«p.lon..nd .Ub..!^Joii o< locldin, which .r. co bo ck.n « incocpor.cod in .nd Mlorm.ns pare ol tin. B. II of L( o( thj, „nor „d d„„. on. o( which bo.np .ceompli.h.d ch, och.r co end
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Master or Agent of the sa<d ship hatn anirmeu
void.

bill of lading

CROWN AGENTS’ SECOND ADVICE COPY
NOT NEGOTIABLE

S.157



CROWN AGENTS’ STORE
PACKING PARTICULARS AND CHARGES

♦ ' (Second advice Copy) Date.

Reference ■ .. ;'i Mark :

Indent No/c : of O, Reqn.

1%?., T/T.

Special A/c. $ .. ? i./ ..a/’ • -i

Dept. ,CJ ec Cf A

Consignee 0FFICER AOm’MISTMMliO THE Ind.

Nos. of Packages Cases Bales Gross Weight Contents

Cube:
• .-7

i.. ,.:/l y . 07 rs

Vessel

£ d.s.

Description of packing

From
- ■ ■■ - - ' ■ ■- - \

To packing and delivery » j. Super: feet at

Dock
-i./Olvi.; > J (*

per foot

Value f.o.b. £.
---- - ------------------------- ——------------------- ------- —-------------------- r---------------------

Nos.
Cases | Bales |

Number Description of Goods



CROWN AGENTS’ STORE
PACKING PARTICULARS AND CHARGES

(First advilfp. Copy)

Reference Mark:

Indent No. < Reqn.

Special A/c.

Dept. Cf A

Consignee Ind.

CasesNos. Bales Gross Weight Description of Stores

Cube:

Dock

Cost ofi packing an^^liver^'tf^t^'A^f Super: feet at per foot

Description of packing

Value f.o.b. £ ■v
| CasesNos. Bales Number Description of Goods

Vessel
From

All packages should be weighed immediately on receipt and before a receipt is given to the Shipping Coy. a
package differs to any appreciable extent from the weight marked on the outside of the package and given in these '
should be endorsed to that effect.



BILL OF LADING
Shipper

CROWN AGENTS Reference S
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Consign*®
Authority

Account

ColDepartment

T fDS OPP I A TM T e u >p

B/L No.

Port of Loading

Port of Discharge

FreightFreight RatoMeasurementGross WeightNumber and kind of packages: description of goods

Reqn.

Cf A

Total Freight
ABOVE PARTICULARS DECLARED BY SHIPPER

:>

ADVICE COPY

S.157

Marks and
Numbers

FIRST  
NOT NEGOTIABLE

SHIPPED in apparent good order.— — -
and numbered as above; to be delivered subject to
off the-above named port of discharge.
This Bill of Lading is to have effect subject to * forming pariu.
p<?\t*HTloadin8’ which are to be taken as incorporated in an affirmed to
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Master or Agent of the said ship hath affirm
void.

. hv THE CROWN AGENTS on board the above named ship the number of pieces and/or packages Merchandise detailed, marked
and condition J* ™*ermJ and conditions hereof in like good order and condition unto the above named cons.gnee or his or their assigns at or

, the Clauses Conditions. Exceptions and Liberties of the current form of Bill of Lading now in use by this Line for the above mentioned
t to the Clauses, f •  parE of this Bill of Lading, and subject also to the provisions of the Carriage of Goods bv Sea Art 19-54
!nA-r.PSr!“d..hio hath affirmed to TWO Bills of Lading, both of this tenor and date, one of which being accomplished the other to stand

Number of Packages (in words)

Place of issue

Dace of issue |

Final destination (If on-carriage)
TAMLEY

Ocean Vessel



BILL OF LADING

Reference S

H2/1020/20/J21
Consignee

Authority

Account

Department

Ocean Vessel of LoadingA.E.S

IS/J1 2

■TD.

S.157
ORIGINAL

028J/K. of JO.
F.D.C

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

LONDON
destination (if on-carriage)

Shipper

Port of Discharge Final
PT.STANLEY

Cel. Sec

■ one;
London5 har 1969Place of issue

Date of issue

For the Master

A- DARV

TEE OFFICER

______________ _________________ _________ ABOVE PARTICULARS DECLARED BY SHIPPER_____________________________ ________ ______________
SHIPPED In apparent good order and condition by THE" CROWN-AGENTS on board the above named ship the number of pieces and/or packages Merchandise detailed, marked
and numbered as above, to bo delivered subject to the terms and conditions hereof in like good order and condition unto the above named consignee or his or their assigns at or
off the above named port of discharge.
This Bill of Lading is to have effect subject to the Clauses, Conditions, Exceptions and Liberties of the-current form of Bill of Lading now in use by this Line for the above mentioned

m ta*en “ incorporated in and as forming part of this Bill of Lading, and subject also to the provisions of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924.IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Master or Agent of the said ship hath affirmed to TWO Bills of Lading, both of this tenor and date one of which-being accomplished the other to stand
void.

»/L No

Number of Packages (in words)

Marks and
Numbers

J Number and kind of packages; description of goods
Grots Weight Measurement

Reqn. T C Q L Ft. Ins.

H2/1020/20/J21.
Cf A r-nT 1 Ca3e* First Day Covers. - 1 2 20. 3 7

PT.STANLEY

Nos. HC.200.



CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

s/ ri aJiodojM jfa) SHIPPING DEPARTMENT,
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,

SUTTON,

SURREY.

Dear Sir,

We regret that we have not yet
received the suppliers invoice in respect
of the consignment covered by the enclosed
Bill of Lading.

We are endeavouring to obtain the

•
voice as quickly as possible and the
levant advice copies will be forwarded

to you by airmail when received.

In the meantime the provisional
value for customs purposes is £ 

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown Agents

S.154
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FALKLAT^D ISLANDS DEFINITIVE STAMP ISSUE

If reference is made to the file on the subject it will
be found that Mrs Goaman* s art work for the floral designs was to
be sent to the Falkland Islands after the stamps were produced.
This applied not only to the designs which were accepted but also
to those which were not used. Should we ever require an additional
value in the range of flower stanps, which I rather doubt, it should
be remembered that several designs were made surplus to requirement.

The Colony paid for the art work and I should like to see
it suitably housed in Stanley, perhaps in the Museum.

I should like therefore to know whether the art work has
been received here; if not we should take steps to obtain it. Lest
any confusion should arise on the subject I should mention that the
art work was in fact sent out here some two years ago and had to be
returned to the Crown Agents for the completion of the stanps.



I have examined the file twice “but am unable to find
specifying that the art work in question was finally to come
check with the Postmaster has been unhelpful,, 

in it anything
here, A cross

2, Neither has the art work, so far as I have been able to discover, been
received here.

3o Would the artist not own the copyright, and would the position not
therefore be analogous to that to which p,p« 161 and 16 7 herein refer?

June, 1969*

0283/K

SC



the following reference and the
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

H2/1010/20/490

Telegrams: “Crown, Sutton”
Telephone: 01-643 3311
Telex No: 261786

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

’H’ Division,

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE,
SUTTON,

SURREY.

Uth June, 1969*

Dear Sir,

Publicity: The Americas.
Definitive Issue.
Released: 9th October 1968.
-----------------------------------------------------------_

Further to our letter of the ?M-t}L Janus ry 1969 ? we are
now pleased to enclose details of the report compiled by our
Washington Office for the above stamp issue.

DISTRIBUTION OF STAMP SPECIMENS: To 22 philatelic magazines
published in the U.S.A, and Canada; to 6 in South America and to
1 in Mexico. To 93 writers of stamp columns in the general
press in U.S.A., Canada and South America.

STANDING- DISPLAYS: U.S. Post Office Department Philatelic Bureau;
Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum, Massachusetts; Philatelic
Galleries, Quebec, Canada; B.O.A.C. Headquarters on 5th Avenue,
New York City; Philatelic Division, Milwaukee Publis Museum,
Wisconsin; British Consulates throughout the U.S.A.; British
Trade Commissions in Montreal, Ottawa and Vancouver, Canada;
main entrance of British Embassy, Washington, D.C.

RADIO: ’’Voice of America” network; “Album Filatelico”, Radio
f ArgentijiEL^Buenos Aires, Argentina; Canadian Broadcasting
’ Corporation7 Internat'ibhal S ervice", Montreal, Canada and CABLE

TV LTD., Montreal, Canada.

EXHIBITIONS:

STAMP CLUB SHOW: South Shore, Massachusetts; September 27-29 1968

SOUTHWESTPEX: Albuquerque, New Mexico. October 26-27 ”

A.S.D.A.: Nev/ York City, New York. November 22-2U "

This issue was highly praised by stamp column writers.

Yours faithfully,

The Colonial Secretary,
Port Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

*rB.J. HAWTHORNE

for the Crown Agents.



[AMERICAN TOPICAL ASSOCIATION

Crown Agents Topis Of The Month

Replacement
definitive: 2 values

Released:
September 25th

(seventeenth of a series)

Values:
5c, 10c, 22c, 25c

Released:
April 16th

Wild flowers issue
Values 4d, 9d, 1/6,3/-

New Definitive: 15 valdes
Released November 4th

14 valueszVad through £1

CROWN

A colourful new definitive
Issue from

FALKLAND ISLANDS

The monthly Crown
Agents Stamp Bulletin
gives details of current
and forthcoming issues.
The price for twelve is
sues is only $3 surface
mail and $5 air mail. For
details and a free sample
copy, apply to:

Released April 24th

New definitive: 17 values
Released July 15th

Released October 9th

AGENTS REPRESENTATIVE
3100 Massachusetts Avenue N. W., Washington D. C., 20008



NOVEMBER, 1968

NEV/ &SS5JES FEtOM
CKGWN AGENTS STAMP BOKEAU

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD
SUTTON, SURREY, ENGLAND

COLOURFUL NEW
DEFINITIVES FROM

B.I.O.T., FALKLAND IS.,
MALAWI & ST. HELENA

MALAWI
COMMEMORATIVES

FROM
BOTSWANA AND

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

See Crown Agents Stamp Bulletin for further information about
these and other issues. Annual subscription $3 by surface mail or $5 by
air. For sample copy apply to:—

CROWN AGENTS REPRESENTATIVE
3100 Massachusetts Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

i y i ft i ? ii g fl



Wkol.««kr
September 25, 1968

—CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU
Falkland Islands a

FALKLAND ISLANDS

Expected for release on October 9 a

NEW DEFINITIVE ISSUE
in 14 values as shown featuring flowers of the
islands.

Designed by Sylvia Goaman and printed by Harri
son & Sons Ltd. by photogravure process.

Islands F6

Falkland &

Falklands

5

New Hebrides CondominiumCONDOMINIUM DES NOUVELLES HEBRIDES NEW HEBRIDES
Two values as shown in honour of

the Anglo-French Concorde Project.

Expected release: October 9.
mo 60 Ct NUMIS

; - .  ■ .... .. .. .
ANGLO FRENCH CONCORDE PROJECT

e from
lolas Road,
' to:

All these issues availableJo dealer^ only"df

C
r-v QqwnrAtjbnts StafhpnDureau^S^. Nicholas House/Sti
L) ? I ’ Sutton, Surrey,' England! F&r terms outrode c
H O V $ 5 i * 1

f• r CROWN AGENTS tRtPR^E|ITATIVE
3100 Massachusetts. Aye.yxbl.MA * Washington, D.C. 20008
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Falkland Islands

FALKLAND ISLANDS

Falkland.

Islands

Falkland^

Jimi, wic
327/68

Falkland.

FALKLANDINSELN
O Neue Dauerserle
Abb. der Werte zu 3 und Ofa d (87, 88)

304/68
Menschen-

FALKLANDSKfi ostrovy
2 d, 6 d, 1/—, 2/— — g!6bus, emblSm, portrfit krfi-
loviiy [62]; N: R. Farrer Bell, nfikollkanasobnf hlubo-
tisk
FALKLANDINSELN
O Neue Dauerserie
Die genauen Motivbestimmungen sind nur
bei Vorlage der Originalmarken moglich.
Abb. der Werte zu ‘/2, 3% und 6 d (75, 69,
70)

FALKLANDSKE OSTROVY
Vyplatni zndmky: l/z d — Primula deciplens [58],'
l1^ d — Gunnera magellanlca [61], 2d — Sisyrin-
chlum fllifolium [59], 3d — Codonorchis lessonli
[60], 3% d — Senecio candlcans [62], 4% d — Leu-
cerla suaveolens (67), 5’^ d — Caltalls sagittata (63),
6 d — Empetrum rubrum [64], Is — Oxalls enna-
phylla (65), 1 s 6 d — Acaena magellanlca (68), 2 s
— Chlllotrichum dlffusum [69], 3 s — Pereza recur-
vata [70], 5s — Calendrinia feltonil [66], 1 £ — Ga-
vilea macroptera [71); N: S. Goaman, ngkolikabarev-
nY hlubotisk

FALKLANDINSELN
O Internationales Jahr der
rechte
M: 43 X 29 mm, Querf.
Ausgabetag: 4. Juli (nicht im
zuerst gemeldet)
Abb. des Wertes zu 2 S (74)
O Neue Dauerserie
Die Marken zeigen verschiedene Pflan-
zen, dcren Motivbestimmungen in einem
der nachsten Hefte erfolgen.
Ausgabetag: 9. Oktober

Falklands
Islands s

400/68 |{

67 . 68__________ . 69
Islands F6
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2nd October,

C-cntlemen,

JMD»

Publicity: The Americas.
Definitive Issue.
ileleased: 9th October, 1963.

I have to thank you for the information contained in
your letter of the 4th June, reference H2/1010/20/490 and for
the documentation attached to it, all of which has been read
with interest.

___ ♦
I am,

Yours faithfully,

L. C. G-leadell.
Acting Colonial Secretary.

Crown Agents,
•fi* Division,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey.

/74>

69
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Extract from letter written by R. A. Oldry, Security Printing and.
Stamp Sales Division of Crown Agents, on the 11th August, 1%9

- 2 -

Falkland Is. Definitive

We agreed that conversion to decimals should take place at the same time
as U.K., i.e. February 1971 and that the existing issue should be overprinted
for issue by that date. Since our meeting Mr. Salmon (B.A.S. Office)
mentioned that they had already suggested their own conversion values in a
cable to port Stanley. Since it is likely that postal rates will be adjusted
to coincide with decimalization, it would not be useful for us to suggest a
reprint table at the present time.

I have sent the following telegram as agreed:- *
S'

during DISCUSSIONS WITH GOVERNOR ABOUT STAMP ISSUES DECIDED DECIMALISE SAME
TIME AS U.K. STOP DEFINITIVE TO BE OVERPRINTED DECIMAL VALUES FOLLOWED YEAR
LATER BY NEW VALUE TABLETS STOP OVERPRINTING COULD RESULT AS MUCH FIFTY
PERCENT WASTAGE NECESSITATING INCREASED REPRINTING AND OVERPRINTING STOP
AT GOVERNORS REQUEST PLEASE DISCUSS PRIOR TO HIS RETURN WHAT NEW DECIMAL
VALUES REQUIRED FOR OVERPRINT BEARING IN MIND ANY DESIRED ADJUSTMENT
POSTAL RATES WHICH SUGGEST SHOULD COINCIDE WITH DECIMALIZATION STOP
GRATEFUL LEARN YOUR DECISION AND QUANTITIES REQUIRED SOONEST STOP ARE YOU
CONSIDERING NEW NOTE ISSUE WHEN NEXT REPRINT DUE.
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Y.E.

2.

October, 1969.

may be interested to see the documentation attached to p.175 about
the rece/ption of our current definitive ^stairp Issue in North and South America
(including Argentina).

You will also wish to recall the content of youy? minute at p. 174«



H3/

ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOW
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

\ - a . 7 . ./

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

Pout

CflOWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST, NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON,
SURREY



4th January 1970

Michael & Sylvia Goaman f/msia

22 St Georges Road
St Margarets on Thames
Twickenham Middlesex
01-892 7979

Bear Lady Haskard,
Just before Christmas my husband suggested that we ought to
make some gesture of goodwill to the Falkland Islands Post Office
in view of the misunderstanding which inadvertantly arose over
the Royal Portrait profile first used on their definitive stamps.
be were very concerned that this might spoil the harmony of a
most satisfying collaboration which produced what is one of
our favourite sets.
In knowing what to do for the best one was hampered at the time
by a lack of information of what was officially written as

tinct b ully understood. Phis
interpretation die not come to light in rset until we happened
to express concern to the Crown Agents that the 2nd version
portrait on the St.Helena issue light be issued before the
Falklands - which was our understanding of the benefit which the
Falklands issue would gain for sponsoring the original drawing.
The last thing one would want is to seem to have pulled a fast
one and ichael blames himself for not confirming our understanding
of the position more clearly in view of the several hands through
which this information had to travel.
In developing such a. portrait trial proofs are essential but need
suite a sum of money set aside for the purpose. 1'he only other
way is to do it and put it into use correcting it from one job
to another, as we did, but this view became obscured.
The original drawing was altered after studying the Falklands
proofs and the second version appeared on St.Helena, from this
a third version was prepared.
We would be very grateful if there is c-nything you could do to
smooth things out with the Falklands Administration with our
apologies for having got in a muddle, enabling us to confirm
through the Crown Agents that all is understood and that we can
use the third version on other stamps without causing any illwill
and that the Falklands Islands may use the Portrait without any
further royalty payments.
I am very sorry to burden you
position is a bit awkward for
approach at this stage.

vith this lengthly letter but the
the Crown Agents to make n official

I lay we send you both all our good wishes for the future <• New Year



19th February, 1970 •

Ki

'i Z. >•

Thank you vezy much for your letter of 4th January*
I have made some enquiries locally and I think that there

really is nothin" for you and your husband to worry about in
connection with the use of the Royal Portrait for the Falkland
Islands definitive stamps. I know that there was some confusion at

the time but it is all now past history and I am quite sure that no

one has ary hard feelings about the matter.

I think you will like to know that the f lower issue

continues to be vezy popular and evezyone who sees it comments most
favourably on the attractive designs. I think they find it a little

hard to believe that we do have such lovely wild flowers here*

With all good wishes to you both,

Mrs M* Goaman,
22, St* Georges Road,
St. Margarets on Thames,
Tydckenham,
Middlesex.
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

2.4 tW $ ■0

l\;j, ;

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL 0

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

CROWN ADEN' ’AMP BUREAU, ST, NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD
SURREY

BUTTON,
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APR 19702 7
ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOW
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

V-I

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

Colonel SecaenRQy

CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST, NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON
SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

£6

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

’i a

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

S1?C7/1X'/ -

Po ft T .S T/jaj L i>'f •

I'A L )<L flN D /SI /# AID 5

CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON
SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

F Al K I h.M h J.- t b •

7 - u ice .

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

I
?. 5 JUN

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

A// k (°OLO i Al L -?I~r/?I? 7/? A1 V
Pc £ "7 l f-' V .

CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON
SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN S9 63UN1970
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO ■’

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

rnOWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON,
° SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

i' /)i h L n J-\. : » v ft s.

: v 7 c

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

' f HI ( M

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER Witt"

APPEAR IN- THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

rnOWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON,
SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

//HKl/WX) Aiam/oS-

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

J>t Fi *//7H /.•“

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL
AJ/F/ /77tf

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

t°0LOMIAl SECrtt'7rt#Y

R7 X7/?V/^/?Y

cKOWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, STa NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST.

OF SALES

NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON,
SURREY
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ON THE ABOVE DATE THE AMOUNT SHOWN
( BELOW WAS CREDITED TO

1*7
0 8 AUG 1970

fni I-1 /uin J^L y- 7//7cc

THIS AMOUNT REPRESENTS

Dr /•'; Mi t r“

A RECORD OF THE TRANSFER WILL

APPEAR IN THE BUREAU STATEMENT

OF SALES

JaNt 17 -

CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU, ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, SUTTON,
SURREY

6© ixaa.

« -T

PoQT S7AWjLi?V.

k MLh'LHNLS /Si/ckNBq.
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31 st July 1 970

T.G. Spruce,
STANLEY.

His Excellency the Governor,
Sir Cosmo Haskard, K.C.M.G., M.B.E.
GOVEPJ^iEHT HOUSE.

Dear Sir,

I am writing to you as I know you are a very
active person in connection with the design of the Colony1s
Postage Stamps.

The present defii^Ative flower issue of Falkland
Islands stamps was issued towards the end of 1968.

Wen the issue was being prepared, I supplied
a number of photographs which were used by the artist.

Mr W.H. Thompson, the Colonial Secretary, said
that for the use of my photographs he would arrange for
me to receive the Printers Proofs of the aforementioned
stamps which were prepared from my photographs.

It is now quite a long time since the current
issue was introduced and I should be grateful if you
would please enquire as to whether these proofs have come
to hand as I am anxious to receive mine to add to my
collection of Falkland Islands Stamps.



$



September, 1970

I am sorry it has taken me so long to follow
up your letter of 32s t July which I acknowledged
verbally a. day or two after receiving it*

You mentioned in your letter that Mr. Thompson
said that for the use of your photograplis he would
arrange for you to receive the printers’ proofs of
those of the definitive issue stamps of 1%8 which
were prepared from your photographs.

While I am veiy willing to be helpful in this
matter a search through the Secretariat files has
revealed no indication of such an undertaking by
Mr. Thompson and it would certainly be unusual for
Government property to be presented to an individual.

As I tliink you know, tho designs prepared by
Era. Goaman were based on material from a number of
sources - Mrs. Vallcntin’s book “The Flowering
Plants of the Falkland Islands”, botanical specimens
and colour slides supplied by Mr. Ian Barnes, Mr.
Thompson, yourself, my wife and myself.

The proofs arc at present held in the Secretarial
Until such time as the museum can be housed in more
worthy surroundings tho Colonial Secretary is
arranging for the public display of a certain amount
of stamp artwork and printers’ proofs and this will
include the proofs to vMch you refer.

In view of ny depai’ture 1 am sending a copy of
this letter to the Colonial Secretaiy.

T. G. Spruce, Esq.
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ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, SUTTON, SURREY, ENGLAND.CROWN AGENTS
STAMP BUREAU TELEPHONE 01-643 3311

TELEX No. 267103
CABLES "CROWN SUTTON"

H3/FALKLAND IS.

, 1971.

Dear Sir,

Definitive Issue Stamps

We have received further orders for 10,000 x
l/2d. stamps, and will be grateful if you can supply

R. W. Rendall,
Asst. Bureau Manager.

U^C JSU/MES/6

CD 137. B & C
'8 2-7/

The Colonial Secretary
Port Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

c.S.
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Sender’s natne and address:CROWN.. AGENTS STAMP

ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE

SUTTON, SURREY, ENGLAND,
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OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

The ‘APSLEY’ Air Letter

A John Dickinson Product

Form approved by Postmaster General No.—71995/1Z
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The Colonial Secretary,

P 9T jT. S t a n 1 e y ,

..... FALKLAND....I3.LAUD.S..,.



0283/K
S.P.T. ;

Artwork for current Definitive postage stamp issue

Enclosed, is the artwork connected, with the current Colony
Definitive Postage Stamp Issue. It has just reached me - I think
you mentioned, that you were shown it at Government House recently
where I imagine it has been kept.

2. Please arrange for the contents of the envelope containing
the artwork to be listed. One copy of the list should be sent to
C.S.O. for placing in f.0283/K. One copy should be retained by
you and one copy enclosed with the artwork itself in the envelope.

3. I mentioned to A.C.S. soon after I arrived here, I believe I
am on record somewhere to tha-fc' effect, and later also mentioned to
you that I would prefer to see all our proofs of stamp issues
framed and exhibited in one place. Since simultaneous exhibition
of all proofs in one place is impossible due to space limitations
our aim should be to collect all framed proofs (from G.H., C.S.O.)
and put them in your charge. You would then rotate the display of
these framed items in the Post Office.

4. We spoke recently and you were aware that the proofs of the
current definitive issue are with A.U.S. They need framing. When
that has been done we can investigate the arrangements for custody
and, possibly, display of the artwork connected with proofs of
past definitives. In this connection I shall be grateful if you
will let me know whether we possess the artwork for definitive
issues for which you already have framed displays in the Post
Office or which are already displayed in frames in G.H. or C.S.O.


